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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpos. or I5y.stil,tioB
The purpose or this investigation is to examine the
correspondence courses in advanc.d Spanish.

Thi. study will

make a surveyor .uch course. offered by accredited universities.

Th. trends, practices, and policies or the coll.,e.

and universiti.s involved will b. studi.d in ord.r to produce
a composit. picture or what is current in this ri.ld.

The

evaluation practices or the institutions included will be
atudi.d to the greateat possible extent in ord.r to list criteria (or an id.al course in advanc.d Spanish.

Moat or the

univeraitie. do not relea •• their examinations ror inapection
und.r any circuaatanc •••
Alar,. . . . . .nt or the ,e•• ral populac., including
.o.e t.achera, i. compl.tely unaware or the correspond.nc.
cour ••• carryin, colI.,. credit that are orr.red by accredited
univeraitie..

Many p.ople continue to associate th. idea or

correspond.nce .tudy with worthle •• waate-o(-ti •• ·courae.
orrered by unethical prorit making organizatioDs and tak.n by
p.ople who "don't Jm.owany bett.r."

For colleges and universities to be able to expand
their curriculums, it must first be determined what is currently offered.

Correspondence institutions are continually

revising their programs of course., a. well a. the instructional material., in an effort to maintain high educational
atandards.

N,.d for Inv,.tiCltio.
An obviou.ly i.portant phaa. of the problem in this
study i. the sh.er need tor such an inv.stigation.

As proof

ot the need tor this type of study, the University ot
Washington included the tollowing in a letter replying to the
writer's request tor .aterials:
"We are sending syllabi ot our correspondence
cours •• in Spanish CIOl, CIOa, ClO', CaOl,
caoa, and cao,. Two copi •• of the 196,-1966
Bull.tin are also included. We'd be happy to
hear ot the result. ot the study. One ot our
proble.s is the i.prove.ent ot syllabi, particularly in languages. When you bave received
tbose tro. other institutions, will you plea ••
tell .e which •••• to b. best? Then I'll writ.
to tbe directors and ask tor copies w. might
look at."
The Univ.rsity ot Utah wrote the following on the
questionnaire tbat was r.turned to tbe writer:
"We otter language cour.e. (not ele•• ntary) only
on this basis - specially written tor an individual - u.ually on campu.. Ours are tailor
. . d. tor eacb etud.nt, depending on his

-3background, needs, etc. \>lollld appreciate a
summary of your results, as we are anxious
to put these courses on a more formalized
basis. tI
The University of Kansas wrote the following in a 1ettar sent in compliance to a request for materials by the
writer:
"We are qu.ite happy to answer your questionnaire.
~. wish to further knowledge in a wide variety
of areas concerned with correspondence study."
Sources ot Material and Methods
Used to Gather Information
The writer used two major methods for obtaining inl'ormation:

the questionnaire survey and the use ot pertinent

l.iterature.
Questionnaires were sent to the participating institutionsJ i.e •• institutions accredited by the National University
Extension Association, the NUEA.
universities were examined.
were studied.

Current catalogs ot these

Syllabi sent by the universities

Study guides and textbooks used in the courses

were examined.
Literature pertinent to the field ot correspondence
study was examined.

Texts pertinent to the field of linguis-

tics, psycholinguistics, language learning, teaching of
Spanish, and comparative and contrastive studies ot English an
Spanish were studied in detail.

Books containing informationa

-4studies of specific problems English-speaking students have in
learning Spanish were consulted and studied.
"The standard bibliography published by the NUEA which
brings together all of the research from the beginning of the
20. century through 1960 was found to be especially helpful in
assisting the writer to locate information. lfl
De:tinitions
The term "advanced" as used by the writer in reference
to Spanish courses means courses beyond the first two years o:t
college Spanish.

This includes courses that are equivalent to

the fifth semee:ter, those having a prerequisite of two years
of Spaniah. and those courses considered as being uadvanced ft by
the universities of Cering them.
The term 'fcorrespondence coursetf means a care Cully
organized plan :tor the study of certain subject matter via
written communication in order to meet specific learning objectives.

Learning is accomplished through the directed study of

the textbooks and supplementary materials and by writing
assilnments.

The written assignments include questions based

on textbook content, reports oC the reading material, and questions in general about the lesson material.

These written

responses by the student are evaluated, graded, and returned by
the instructor.
lChildS t Gayle 8., An Annotated BibliograEhx of CorresEpndence StudX. prepared by the Researc' Committee 01 the DIvIsion of Correspondence Study (Lincoln: NUEA. 1960).

-5The "study guide," sometimes called the "syllabus,ff is
the over-all organization of the course.

It directs the stu-

dent to the necessary sources of inf'ormation and provides
speciCic instructions for completing aSSignments.

It gives

supplementary information helpf'ul to the stUdent in learning
the course content.

The study guide f'unctions as a teacher in

that it divides the course into lessons, tells what part of'
the text is to be stUdied f'or a particular lesson, and what
written work is to be done f'or each lesson report.
"Study notes" tell what the lesson is about.

They give

the student hints about the commonest errors usually made, in
an effort to stress the dif'f'icult grammatical structure.
ttA Ehoneme is a range of' sound which is perceived by

native speakers as a single unit and functions in the stream
of speech as a single distinctive sound unit.

It is the

smallest segment of' sound that can change one word into anothe
--f'or example,
and

hi!!

k.

~t

~t

and

a,

in the words kill,

Ei!!. pilAt

are examples of' phonemes.,,2
"A morpheme is the smallest part of expression asso-

ciated with a unit of meaning.".3

For example, in the words

book and books, the suff'ix, At in the latter denotes more than
one book.
2

Ap12roach

Robert Lado, Lan a e Teachin :
(New York: McGraw-Hill,

,

Ib i d., p • 13.

, p.

13.

-6"A .1unc tu£e is the transi tion between sounds or
between sound and silence in speech.
least tour phonemic junctures:

In English, there are at

internal open juncture, as in

night rate in contrast to nitrat"

and three terminal junc-

tures--sustain. rise, and tade out--as might be illustrated in
the example:
Suddenly. (sustain) be jumped. (tade out)
Into tbe tire? (rise).n'
Backgrounds and aeginnings of Carressoad,nc, Study in tbe United States
The development of correspondence study in the United
States began atter tbe popularization ot extension services
witbin institutions ot higher learning.

Extension services

emerged as part ot the growth and expansion within the universities during the past 150 years.

As universities were called

upon to serve other groups in addition to educating the regu.
lar tull-time day students, collegiate activities and services
became extended into other areas.
"The term 'extension services' reters to those activities carried on by the university outside the realm of the
full-time day program that is concerned with educating youth
on campus."S

Extension services include such programs as

4 Ib;ld., p. 217.
'John R. Morton, _U_n~i~v~e?r~s~i~t~~~~~~;.~__~~~~~;
States (Birmingham: University of

-7adult education, lecture services, library lending, evening
courses, summer schools, conCerenees, institutes, work shops,
broadcasts. press and publications, correspondence courses,
and visual aid services.
An adequate description oC the course oC events that

influenced university growth and expansion requires a briet
general report oC the historical setting.

It will be seen

that the interests oC the populace supporting these universities were reClected in the trends followed by these institutiofts.

It will further be seen how the sociological forces

eftected the e.ergence ot extension services from which
correspondence courses eYelved.

In the author's opinion, some

ot the major events that took place within tbe historical
setting and intluenced the trends in university education were
Jacksonian democracy, westward expansion, the growth ot cities,
industrialization, immigration, and European ianoYations in
education.
I_fluences 2n Universit, Educa$i2n
Jacksonian democragx.--Jacksonian democracy intluenced
developmental trends within the universitie..

When Andre.

Jackson was elected president in 1828. changes in university
policy occurred.
tuaities existed.
cla.s.

Prior to this time unequal educational oppor
Universities were geared Cor the opulent

Tbeir general goal was to prepare the aristocracy tor

-8important positions in the church and state.

The curriculum

adhered to a classical program while operating under an aristocratic philosophy of education.
populace were not considered.

The interests of the general

The universities were not con-

earned with social welfare and covic responsibilities involvin
the majority.
Harvard University was the first institution of higher
learning in what is now the United States.

It was founded in

16,6 and emphasized preparation for the ministry.

The goal of

this institution was "to insure an educated ministry equipped
to provide competent commuaity leadership.

All subsequent ones

have, fro. their beginnings, been .ensitive to and primarily
concttrned with the aims and the welf'are of their supporters.,,6
Other small liberal arts colleges were established
with goals like those set by Harvard.

They were patterned

atter Oxford and Cambridge in England and emphasized the classical curriculum.

This curriculum was not geared to fit the

needs of the majority.

Among these institutions were Yale,

William and Mary, Princeton, Kingts, Brown, Rutgers, and
Dartmouth. all of which had been founded by 1769.
When the United States became a nation in 1789.
althoulh its early leaders purported to have democratic ideals
in education, such ideals were not completely put into

6Morton. fe. cit., p. 1.

-9practice.

Although the early leaders promoted the idea

o~

education as being an inalienable right of all citizens, there
were many Americans who were not in accord with this democratic
principle.

"G.entlemen from the old English tradition were more

or less in exclusive possession of the nobler skills of the
humanities and many felt that these skills should be limited
to the aristocracy.n7
nle stodgy ideas ot' these gentlemen, however, never
became permanently rooted in all parts of the country because
of the territorial vastness and the rapidity in overall general
political, social, and economic change.
The political upheaval associated with Andrew JaCkson's
election was followed by the rise

o~

a general social and econ

ornic reform within the American society.

These changes

influenced trends in university policy during the middle of th

19. century.
Until Andrew Jackson's election the aristocracy
largely shaped and controlled the intellectual and cultural
aspects of life.

After his election, Jacksonian democracy

put an end to exclusive aristocratic control of intellectual
liCe.

The idea of education being solely for the opUlent

class received a fatal blow.

7James T. Carey, ~F~o~m~s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~d~u~l~t
Education (Chicago, Illinois:

-10-

W,stward expan,ion .. --\\.stward expansion and f'rontier
settlement inf'lu,nced university education to a large extent.
The vigorous character of' the typical frontier settler,
coupled with his enthusiastic attitude toward education, led to
the development of: eminent universi ties in tbe newly J»opulated
areaaof: the country.

The f:rontier states of: the Midwest and

lvest were new and free :from tradi tion.Sducational development
in tbe •• areas was ori.nted more toward public interests and
was more responsive to public demand ••
Large tracts of' land were alloted by th. federal goverma.nt :for tbe establishment o:f land-grant coll.ses through
th. paasag. oetb. Morrill Acta in 1862.

The land-grant

col1.ges expanded rapidly not only .s placea f'or bigber
learning. but as centers f:or research as well..

Mi'i th

the growth

of: these univ.rsities the concept of schools being public
institutions with responsibilities to society was f:urth.r promoted.

"During th. 19. century, att.mpts to f:ulf:ill tbese

social responsibiliti.s was evident f'or the most part only
within the univ.raity-·more studenta. more prot.... ional schools
more advanced graduate study--but there was a growing interest
in the populace.,,8
'lbe underlying goal of the laad-grant colleg.s was to
.erve the people advantag.ously through the provision otu•• CUl

-11-

services.

These universities attracted a large number oC

students and provided them with a new pattern oC education.
The new pattern set by the land-grant colleges stressed liberal
and practical education.

It promoted agricultural study and

vocational courses.
The land-grant colleges had a tremendous inCluence on
all uniyersitie. throughout the United States by setting a new
and unique example that was soon emulated by other institutions
oC higher learning.

"The growth oC many of these institutions,

with their peculiar sensitiveness to the public interest and
their direct responsiveness to the public will, into distinguished centers of learning and research has had an enormous
influence on all American universitie •• H '
}adustri'lization and the

I£owt~

of citles.--Indus-

trialization and the growth oC cities influenced trends in
uniYersity education.

As the country changed :trom an agrarian

society to an industrial power accompanied by political,
social, and economiC innoYations, the pattern o:t thoughts and
ideals shi:tted from conservatism to expansionism.
society was no longer

s·~atic.

Traditional patterns o:t thoulht

were not automatically continued.
yation was generally accepted.

TbeAmerican

The idea of continual inno-

American society as a whole

assumed a more dyaamic and eC:rusi.e attitude.

'Ibis change in

-12thought, together with the more democratic ideals in government
made for an enlightened populace and influenced the trends in
university education.
Physical growth of cities also influenced the trends
in university education.

Immigrants and farmers migrated to

the cities where all types of employment could be found.

As

rapid industrialization and urbanization occurred. technical
skills and the means for providing them were urgently needed.
A huge influx of Americans new to the city and lacking knowledge of industrial skills needed vocational training.
Correspondence technical schools became popular between
1890 and 1900 and these provided a means for acquiring vocational training.

During the 1880's a Pennsylvania newspaper

editor began to publish questions and answers about coal mining
in an attempt to obtain more information about causes of the
high accident rate.

He prepared a correspondence course

including all aspects of this field in 1891.
courses were added shortly thereafter.

Other related

This program developed

into the International Correspondence Schools offering about
300 courses to an enrollment of approximately 100,000 students
by 1900.

The number of students grew to some 900,000 by 1906.
Most of the courses offered by correspondence were

vocational and

technic~l.

technical language.

The textbooks were written in non-

Large illustrations and drawings were

used in order to facilitate the average adult worker's

-l.3comprehension of the material.

"These correspondence school

textbooks incl.ude some of the best vocational. literature in
the English language. nlO
Imtnigration.--Americanization programs were needed f'or
the l.arge int'l.ux of' immigrants Crom Europe.

These courses were

t'ormul.ated to hel.p these people become assitliilated into the
American SOCiety and to encourage a<:H1:iQCra tic atti tudes and
poli tical viewpoints.

I~or

a long time the American public had

taken f'or granted the fact that a l.a1:"ge immigration
strength and prosperity to the country.

brou.l~ht

"\-inen World War I

began the American public realized tbat the population contained many people who were still foreign in their sympathy,
loyalty, and social affiliation."ll

They thought and :felt as

Germans, Irish, English, and Italians.

This brought about a

widespread awareness of the need i'or an Americanization
program.

COlDali ttees were f"ormed to promote this type of educa-

tional program in an of'Cort to produce more direct assimilatioll<
At the present time there are nineteen universities
tha tare accredi ted by the 11a tional thli vel's! ty i!;xte:nsion Association that offer courses designed especially for aliens
interested in becoming American citizens.

The content ot

these courses is basea on materials for citizenship study
lO"Correspondence Schools," Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Vol.

VI. p. 477.
llnAmericanization,tt

lW.,

Vol. I, p.

715.

planned by the United States Vepartment of Justice, Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

Many of these same universities

ofCer English courses especially designed Cor students with a
:foreign language background.

The purpose oC these English

courses is to prepare the student :for first year college
English.
En,~andts

inf~uence.--Educationa~

programs in England

affected the development of extension programs in American
universities.

American educators and scholars noted with

interest a lecture :program that had developed during the 1860's
in England.

Lecturers from Oxford and Cambridge traveled

around to the industrial towns and districts.

"In 1867 Profes-

sor James Stuart of Cambridge University started an extension

~ecture program. ,,12

This program was organized for teachers

in such cities as Liverpc:Jolt Manchester, Leeds, and She:f':tield.
Reports about these lectures were writtell in articles that
appeared in American ed\tca tional journals.

Th,is moti va ted

educational leaders in the United States to become more intereated in extension services.

There was an exchange of ideas

bet.eell American and English educational leaders.
The ardent enthUsiasm of a tew American seholars-Herbert Baxter Adams of Johns Hopkins University.

Wil~iam

Rainey Harper of the University of Chicago, Dr. Charles
12
Vol. I.

"Adult Education," EncxcloEaedia Britannica, p. 185,

-15McCarthy, who was associated with the Wisconsin Free Library
Commission, and President Van Hise, the head of the University
of Wisconsin--perhaps helped most to transplant the patterns
of university extension from England to the United States.
American L%ceum and ChautauQua.--The establishment of
extension services within American universities was accepted
favorably because other related developments had taken place
within the historical setting.

Two movements which were out-

side the university but which greatly influenced the development of extension services were the American Lyceum, founded
by Josiah Holbrook, a Connecticut farmer, and the Chautauqua,
founded by Reverend John Vincent, a Methodist bishop.
As early as 1824 Josiah Holbrook organized meetings
for cooperative study called lyceums.

The American Lyceum, a

national organization, was founded in 1831.

Speakers such as

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry D. Thoreau, James Russell Lowell,
and Oliver Wendell Holmes, were brought from different parts
of the nation.

The purpose of the lyceum was to disseminate

knowledge by extending and promoting adult educational programs to the general public.
As the lyceum movement spread. its primary organizational goal shifted from education to making money.

Enter-

tainment replaced erudite speakers in an effort to appeal to
f~arge

audiences, not to spread the gospel of education and

-16progress, but to get net returns."l:;
After the lyceum became a commercial enterprise, its
main contribution concerning extension services was to help
make American universities more receptive to innovation.

It

was the most effective tool of adult education during the

19~

century. in that it contributed to a growing concern for
public education, influenced the development of teacher organizations, and helped in the founding of educational conventions
Public school teachers who participated in the lecture courses
learned how to organize and promote their common cause.
The other movement, the Chautauqua, was an institution
established by Reverend Vincent and

Le~~s

Miller in

1874.

It

began as a summer camp f:or Sund,:l.Y School lessons in religion
at Fair Point, New York, along the Chautauqua Lake.
The Chautauqua Institute offered summer courses to
teachers and prospective teachers.

This was the first summer

school program ever available for teachers.

The Chautauqua

offered courses in natural sciences, languages, history, and
music within a few years after its origin in

1874.

The Univer-

sity of North Carolina started a summer school program in

1877.

Many other colleges and universities die the same and by 1900
summer school programs were an established part of' the
universi ties' curriculums.

These progralllS were being used by

l'J. J. Pettijohn, "University Extension Lyceum Service," NUEA Proceedings (Madison, Wisconsin, 1915), p. 227.

-17students for renewing teacher certificates as well as
credit toward

Ii

master's degree.

f~r

The summer school programs

were a stimulating factor in the organization oC correspondence
and extension courses.
In 1879 the School oC Languages was organized at
Chautauqua by Or. Willia.m Harper.
a proCessor of' the Heb.rew language.

At that time Dr. Harper was
His summer students asked

if he would outline a course of' study f'rom which t.hey could
continue their learning pursuits during the winter.
to help them by sending advice through the mail.

He agreed

By 1883 his

study program had developed into a f'ull f'ledged correspondence
course.

Instructors were hired to send and correct regular

assignments of students.

Th8 fee was set at flO per course.

This represents the first systematic plan for correspondence
courses in the United States.

The instruction plan, which was

the method used for all oC the courses, is described in the
Chautauqua Assembly Herald of August 8 t 1882:

"To assist

students of the French language to overcome the idiomatic and
other difficulties of' interpretation as well as to acquire
general facility in French. it is proposed to organize a French
circle, for regular and systematic home study, to be directed
through the mail by Professor Lalande.
the French language

A free and full use o£

(1) the art ot reading; (2) the art of

bearing; (3) the art of speaking; (4) the art of writing.
first and last ot these. which may be called sub-arts. are

The

-18peculiarly suitable for home study.

The hearing and the

speaking should constitute the IRain business of the session of
the school at Chautauqua."

14

Oral instruction was stressed at the beginning of the
program and again after the student had progressed in reading
achievement.

The theory supporting this program was that when

the student had made some progress in reading, he must hear the
language in order to speak it correctly.
A series of graduated exercises in translation, reading,
and grammar were sent to the students weekly.

These exercises

were sent to individual professors for correction and then
returned to the student with notes and suggestions for improvementa

This program continued with success until 1900, at which

time a change in policy at Chautauqua caused the discontinuance
of all correspondence work.
In the meantime, Dr. Harper became president of the
University of Chicago in 1892 and immediately started a correspondence school in the extension department.

Other univer-

sities followed the program initiated by the University of
Chicago.

"The University of Wisconsin started its correspon-

dence program in 1906.,,15

By 1910 the Universities of Oregon,

14John S. Noffsinger, Correspondence Schools. Lvceums,
Chautauquas (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1926J, p. 9.
15C1ay Shoenfeld, "Fifty Years of Wisconsin Extension,"
School and Societv, LXXXIII (March 3, 1956), pp. 78-83-

-19Minnesota, Texas, Nebraska, Kansas, and North Dakota had
established correspondence divisions.
Dr. Harper wrote the following in an essay during the
mid-1890's:

"I venture ••••• to make two statements:

one an

assertion based on large experience, the other a prediction
based on strong convictions:

(1) The student who has prepared

a certain number of lessons in correspondence school knows more
of the subject treated in those lessons and knows it better,
than the student who has covered the same ground in the classroom.

(2) The day is coming when the work done by correspon-

dence will be greater in amount than that done in the classrooms of our academies and colleges; when the students who
shall recite by correspondence will far outnumber those who
make oral recitationse,,16
Present status of correspondence schools.--ffThe
National University Extension Association is the professional
organization which sets the standards and regulates the educational practices or correspondence programs offered by universities and colleges.,,17

The NUEA accepts as members only

those institutions that are accredited by the educational
l6 C • Hartley Gratton (ed.), "American Ideas About Adul t
Education: l7l0-l95l,tf Classics in Education, No.2, (Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University), p. 83.
I'"'
'Gayle Childs and Charles A. Wedemeyer, New Perspectives in University Correspondence StudI: (Chicago: CSLEA,
1991), p. 30.
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aooredi ting associations of' their

~eographi.c

regions.

"Member-

ship in the NUEA and compliance with its regulations protect
the stuoents in the matter of' competent instruction and insure
interchange of' credits earned by home study and extension.

In

fact. one of' the principal aims of' the organization is the protection of the quality of' credits earned through extension and
home study. ,,18
The United states Armed Forces Institute offers correspondence courses to men and women in the Armed Services.

The

USAFI is af'f'iliated with NUEA universities and colleges through
the USAFI on a contractual basis.

Courses are also prepared

directly by the USAFI.
Private correspondence schools may seek membership in
National Home Study Council. which is recognized by the U. S.
Of':f'ice of' Education.

Private schools of'fering correspondence

programs are usually concerned with courses that provide technical training.
The growth of' correspondence programs has been gradual.
The accredited university programs, the government sponsored
schools, and good private schools have received too little
publicity.

A large majority of the general public is unaware

of the present scope and dimensions of' correspondence study.
Few realize how extensive correspondence programs are today.

18~!x~rsity of Montana Bulletin, No. 513 (June, 1965),
p.

5.

-21Few are cognizant of their value and importance to a modern
world where social and technical changes occur so rapidly.
On the other hand, the public has been made overly
aware of the unethical, unprofessional, and profit-making correspondence schools.

The public has been undiscriminating and

uncritical in accepting the image of all correspondence schools
as being "degree mills."

Unfortunately. there is a tendency

to assign the NUEA and government sponsored schools to this
same category.

The university programs merit a higher standing

and recolni tion because of' their proven program of' educational
achievement.

NUEA programs should be advertised by means of a

stronger and more aggressive information center.
Extent 0.£ corresPondence prog.[ams. --Correspondence
study programs have become so extensive today that many public
organizations and private concerns would feel the
these ,:ourses were suddenly made unavailable.
educational programs would terminate.
tute enrolls 240.000 aanually.
f'eel the disruptive effect.

e~fect

if

The ruili tary f

Iii

The Armed Forces Insti-

Business and industry

woul~

Thousands of' employees would

either cease to improve themselves through

conti~ued

study. or

they would leave their jobs temporarily in order to attend
schools.

Correspondence study programs onahle one to continue

his educa ti.nn tor cuI tural t vocational
reasons throughout lite.

t

economic f and social

This is atade possible without the

requirement f,)f' daily a.ttendance in school.
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Correspondence studies enable engineers to keep up to
date with new developments in the technical field.
changes occur rapidly.

Technical

This situation demands a flexible Corm

of' education that can be fitted into the daily schedule of an
engineer or technician.
The mobility of the population is another factor to
consider when evaluating the usefulness of correspondence programs.

Parents 11ho accept overseas assignments use correspon-

dence programs to educate their children.

In many remote

sections of the world there are no educational facilities available for American children and adults.
Thousands of children in small high schools use correspondence courses to provide themselves with a wide variety of
subjects.

Students in small colleges are in the same position.

Correspondence coursee enrich residence programs.

StUdents

who live in isolated areas depend upon correspondence courses.
Students lori th physical defects who are prevented by their handicaps from attending school, obtain education through correspondence programs.
As teacher certification standards change within the
states, the increased educational requirements needed for
qualification caD be

obt~ined

throu~h

eorrespondence courses.

Professionals such as medical eoetor8, teachers, social
workers, and engineers cannot stop 1 earnin,'f wi thout d'3clining
professionally.

Constant ac,uisi tioD of' further

J{no~·led'Se

for

.. 23professional growth and technical expertness is necessary.
This is true regardless ot the amount ot previous tormal
education.
The National Home Study Council had approved 996 trade
and technical courses offered by correspondence by the year
1951.

The courses offered were in the fields that employed the

largest number of workers.

The types of courses in greatest

demand were those in the se.i-professions such as accounting.
tinance, and office

a~inistration.

Technical courses most

popular were in the fields of electronics, radio, and television.

The enrollments in correspondence programs increased

during periods ot rapid technological development.

The major-

ity of correspondence students live in areas of the country
that are the most commerCial and industrial.

During the 1950's

about 10 per cent of all public high school stUdents were
supplementing their curriculums with vocational correspondence
courses.

At the same time about 5,000 industrial and commer-

cial corporations had .stablished contractual relations with
correspondence schools for progra.s and courses to train and
upgrade employees.
In this study the writer is concerned with the university progra.s accredited by the NUEA.

More specifically, the

concern is focused on the Spanish programs of study otfered
by NUEA affiliated universities.

~24-

What are the trends and policies in teaching Spanish
through correspondence study?

Before discussing these find-

ings, a description of language learning, including the
lying psychological theory, will be presented.

under~

This is the

background of the present methodology in language teaching.

CHAPTER II
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY
Learning a foreign language is an extremely complex
process.

It involves the development of motor skills as well

as the cognitive abilities of the learner.

Habit formation and

muscular coordination must be established within the neural and
muscular structures.

The intellectual, interpersonal, and

cultural aspects of the learner must be developed as well.
Language learning differs from most other types of learning in
that the emphasis is on habit formation rather than problem
solving techniques.
The learner must acquire simple automatic skills.
is required to comprehend abstract conceptual information.

He
He

acquires esthetic connotations of the verbal and written symbols.

All of these processes can occur in one sentence.

Hundreds of articulatory changes, grammatical selections, and
lexical choices must be made each minute.

Further, this whole

operation must be performed with an unusually high level of
dexterity and ease in order to conform to the language's
structure.

Speech patterns must be so well learned that they

function automatically while the speaker is thinking ahead and

-25·

-26focusing his attention on the content of the discussion.
Talking about the language is not knowing it.

The

beginning language learner must not acquire an analytical
explanation o£ how language works nor how to dissect it grammatically.

Ie he acquires these aspects, he has learned some-

thin, that he will have to forget be£ore further language
learning can take place.

The learner must use the language.

Speech patterns must be practiced until they are over-learned
in order to fora habits.

While the young child finds it

pleasurable to experiment with new speech patterns and talks
to himself at random, the older learner of a second language
must discipline himself to the required practice.
Language Learning: What Takes
Place and How This Takes Place
What takes place within the learner during second
language learning?

How does it take place?

The answer to

these questions ia being investigated by scientists.

Psycholo-

gists, most particularly John B. Carroll, are conducting
studies on verbal behavior.

They are trying to find out more

about the mechanisms within the nervous system and what precisely occurs within the neural networks while persons are
speaking and comprehending.

Much work has been done durin. the

past twenty years and new learning theories have been formulated.

Despite these advances which have been made. much more

research is needed.

Since lvorld War II there has been

8.

marked development

and expansion in the field of linguistic science.

These devel-

opments have been influenced by government-sponsored programs
such as language-teaching, anthropological studies on the vocal
sounds of language t and psychological investigations and
research on verbal behavior.

Psychologists are exploring the

cognitive aspects of behavior more thoroughly:
Today many psychologists are beginning to teach
courses and conduct research on "verbal behavior,"
"psycholinguistics,tI and "language and thought."
This new trend stems from advances made in many
special fields that feed into psychology. for
example. in methods of teaching language. As a
result, psychologists are beginning to extend
their principles and theories beyond the level
of animal research to the more complex behavior
of man. 19
As linguistic scientists and psychologists have worked
closer together during the past two decades, the results of
their research and findings have been combined.

This combined

approach has given ri.se to a new t"ield known as psycholinguistics.

This field is primarily concerned with the manner i:n

which speech behavior is encoded into linguistic symbols by the
speaker.

Likewise. it l.s concerned wi th the way in which

linguistic symbols are decoded during the process of listening
by the hearer.

Much progress has been made, but considerably

19 W• Lambert, "Psychological Approaches to the Study
t XLVII (March, 1963). p. 51.

of: Languages,1f M. L. J.

more research is needed.

This is especially true in the areas

of hmeaning" and symbolic learning, second language learning,
thought processes, and the learning of alternative sets of
semantic responses, e.g., the coordinate system associated with
bilinguistics.
Studies about the cognitive aspects of behavior tend to
probe deeper within the organism than a conditioned response.
Studies in this area are partially responsible for the development of a new branch of psychology.

This new area, known as

neurophysiological psychology. has implications in language
learning.

New trends in language methodology have developed

from the scientific studies based on resea.rch in the fields of
linguistics and psychology.
audio-lingual method

For example, emphasis on the

dev~loped

from the original desire to

establish a coordinate system of' two
learner.

langua~es

within the

In this system the mental processes and overt

behavior characterizi.ng the second language have heen developed
into a completely separate organization
language.

~rom

the native

In this dual syst<=;tm nei tber Volnguage is

upon the other and neither one is dominant.

d~pendent

Two learning

theories which support this goal of' I9staolishing a coordinate
system in lanr;uage learning have heen stated by the neurophysiological

:psychologist~.

Davi.d Hebb and Charles Osgood.

Tbey

are concerned with the reaetionR within the neural mechanisms
while the individual is listening, comprehending, and speaking.

-29Osgood's Conceptualization
of Meaning TheorY
Osgood's conceptualization of meaning theory has
offered a good start toward obtaining more knowledge about the
precise behavioral mechanisms involved in symbolic learning.
It has stimulated much interest and research by other psychologists.

This is extremely important because more research is

needed in the area of symbolic meaning.

nWe need experimental

and theoretical stUdies of the precise behavioral mechanisms
of symbolic learning.

Osgood's work on a central mediation

theory of meaning is of considerable promise in this
respect." 20
Osgood's theory implies that the mediating process
could be purely neural events without associated muscular and
endocrine reactions.

Hebb claims that the mediating processes

have the biological form of cell assemblies.
A brief but inclusive account of these theories will
show how the goals set in language teaching, together with the
methodology required for attaining them, are related to psychological research.

An explanation of what is conjectured as

taking place within the nervous system during language learning
will be presented.
According to Osgood. symbols are a stimulus for a miniature copy of actual responses made to the referent.
20

John B. Carroll, ~~ Stu~ of LanfPage '
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19b3 t p. 95.

These.

responses which are called "representational mediational responses" constitute the meaning of the symbol.

The symbol,

which represents the referent, is the mental copy in attenuated
form of the real

e.oti~nal

and behavioral response» that bave

been habitually made to the referent.

When language learning

takes place, linguistic symbols are repeatedly paired with
their proper referents.

For example, when a baby hears the

word "bird" repeated several times while actually watching a
live bird, emotional and behavioral reactions brought forth by
tbe bird'. presence are transf'erred to the symbol "bird."

The

linaulstic symbol, "bird,u is tbus paired with the reCerent,
"bird."
"Certain stimulus patterns bave a wired-in connection
with certain behavior patterns (unconditioned reflexes> and
additional stimuli have acquired this capacity (conditioned
reClexe.>.,,21

A stimUlus that produces a predictable behavior

pattern under certain circumstances is a "significate."
Osgood's Cormal statement of his theory of meaning is as follows:

"A pattern of stimulation which is :n.ot the significate

is a sip of the significate if i t evokes in the organism a
mediating process, this process <a) being some fractional part
of' the total. behavior elicited, and (b) producin[., responses
which would not occur without the previous contiguity of' the
21
S. Saporta and J. R. Bastian, PSYCh01i~'UistiCS:
Book oC ReadinJu!I
(New York: flol t, Rinehart, an ~Ins ton t
1Q"'l

n.287

A

·,1non-signific.te and silnificate patterns of .timulation."al
The representational .ediation processes which constitut • •eaning establi.b a tbeory tbat has integrated a wide
range of empirical facts.
orientation to .eaning.

The theory oCfers an instructive

Osgood has divided his conception of

meaning into a two staled S.R proceEs, the fir.t being "interpretation." and the second being "expression e.C ideas."

H.!tlt .! tal2lX
Bebb'. theory clai•• that there are groups of nerve
cells which he call. "cell a ••••bli ••• "

Th•• e cell asse.blie •

• erye a8 neural center. underlying the m'diating proc.ss.s.
"

.i'·

The ••:;".ell a •• embli.. could become condi tioRed re.pon.es to
verbal symbols.
to~

The •••••bli •• b.co.e activat.d wb.never au41-

or visual stimuli are per••ived.

The .ell as.emblies are

intereoanected ia such a way that ati.uli pass from oae group
to .notber as in a network of circuits.
stored withiD~tb.e.e networks.

Stimuli .re also

Fu.ed networks or separated

networks could be found with!a the neural systems.

As evidence

to support hi. theory. Hebb-cites the example of a person's
ability to be precise in his use of syaoRyas and antonyms in a
lan~le.

As turther

evideu~e

b. uses tbe exampl. of a

hilinaual k.epial second lan. . . . . equivalents separate from his
native lanluale.

-32a.bb is inve.tigatins the ocourrence of .equences.

a.

claims that the rapid automatic .p.ech of' native. in their own
lans-age ca. b. explained as a combination of mediating proce •• e. in the form of c.ll a.se.blie. along with s.nsory feedback that links together a chain of conditioned responses.
Hebb a.serts that a native speaker's thought processes which
are controlled by cell a ••••bli •• run Car ahead of his actual
articulations.

"Apparently' so.e word ordering and srammatical

.equ.noins muat fir.t be d.oided on. th.n rapidly .canned a.d
found appropriate. and fiaally .et iato motion while activ.
thought move. oa to the a.xt pba.e.

This whole chaia of pro-

c ••••• i. r ••arkably f'ast and auto.atic ia the aative speaker,
making .harp contrast to the aovioe."

The beginner in a

f'oreiaa laapage speaks so slowly at times that his speecb and
thought seem to be nearly parallel.

Oa the oth.r baad. when a

person .lowa down the speech .equence ot his native lanpage
to evea the .liabtest degre., b. of't •• h.sitate. and i. unable
to oontinue his normal oral co_uaicatioa.

This pheao.e.oa

supports .vidence tbat sen.ory feedbaok has an important role
i . l. .page.
ia.uf'f'icient.
this.

Sensory f'eedback alone, however, would b.
Hebb uses the f'ollow1nS .videnc. to support

A violini.t. in perf'oraiag sixte.n f'inger movemeata per

second, would have in.ufficient time between movement. Cor
•• n.ory f'.edback to serve •• a .timulus f'or tbe next response
in the chain of' action.

Hebb clai.s that feedback from tbe

first response might regulate the fifth or sixth output in the
sequential chain, but that time would not permit each finger
movement to be a conditioned response dependent on the precedent one.

In like manner, the rapid speech and

sentenc~

con-

struction of a native speaker cannot be a chain of conditioned
responses linked together by feedback alone.

Conversational

speech normally occurs at the rate of some 500 sounds per
minute.

Time would not permit each phoneme. intonation, word,

grammatical and lexical selection to be a conditioned response
for the next.

According to Hebb's theory, this is a combina-

tion of the mediating process involving cell assemblies plus
sensory teedback.

Both processes must occur in order for the

precise temporal sequencing characteristie of normal speech to
take place.
The major difterence between Osgood's and Hebbts
theories is in the latter's conception of cell assemblies.
Uebb claims that the mediating processes described by Osgood
have the biological torm of" cell assemblies which could become
conditioned responses to verbal srmbols.

Hence, when a visual

or auditory symbol is recognized, the cell assemblies are
activated.

Hebb argues that this activation 01' cell assemblies

could revoke the response complex made to the reterent which is
represented by the symbol t as Osgood.' s theory requires.
Both of these theories support the goal for establishing a coordinate system of two languages within the learner •

..,-

--,---"

When a coordinate system has been established, the learner's
native language and his second language are kept separate.
Vocabulary is gradually developed through association of linguistic symbols and phrases with environmental objects and
events.

Symbols in the second language are never associated

with words in the native language.

'or this reason, reading

and writing are not introduced until a suitable degree of
audio-lingual command has been attained.

In developing this

system, the learner first listens and then speaks.

The phone-

tic sound of the word symbol is paired with its proper environmental referent as Osgood's theory suggests.

Further,

a~

suggested by Hebb's theory, auditory stimuli could be stored
within the neural networks in cells.

Cell assemblies could

become conditioned responses to verbal symbols.
Robert Lad2's Scientific AEE£2ach
Robert Lado's scientific approach to language teaching
is based on a theory that also assumes the existence of a
memory store within the neural networks.
composed of speech patterns.

This memory store is

It is assumed that each sound

sequence has a counterpart in the memory store.

This assump-

tion is based on the objective evidence that during the normal
course of conversation, expression begins while the meaning of
these verbal symbols, the content, is still under the speaker's
attention.

Further evidence is the listener's ability to

comprehend the content of a speech sequence before it has been
completely expressed by the speaker.
Accordinc to Lado, three elements are involved during
the language learning process.

Tbey are expression. content.

and association.
Bxpression is the sound system ot the language.
the most overt element of the three.

It is

It includes morphemes,

phonemes, words, phrases, sentences, and intonations that are
spok.en and audibly perceived.
Content is the •• ssage that the speaker wants to convey.

It constitutes the meanings ot the vocal sounds and is

culturally determined.
Association is the link between content and expression
that occurs during apeech and listening.

When the speaker is

motivated to express an idea verbally, the content is associated with the expression.

lVben a listener audibly perceives,

the sounds heard cause a recf)llecti.on of content through the
association of expression and content.

"The development of these three elements during the
learning process usually proceeds at different rates •• a,

'or

example, the pupil may lea.rn the form of a word without" understanding its meanin,.

Later.

~

a different situation or when

the word is used in another context, the meaning becomes clear
to the pupil.

Another rather common situation oceurs when the

2'Robert Lado,

oRs cit., p. ,8.

meaning ot a word, phrase, or sentence and its expression are
known separately.

In this cas., the content and expression of

the sounds are not associated in speaking and listening.
l~e

laarning of expression and content can be aided by

the use ot props but tbe ultimate identitication of expression
and content is insight.
The learning of the as.ociations between expression
and content occurs throuah experience and exercise.

The asso-

ciations must be experienced in both directions i t they are to
be l •• rned in both directions.

CHAf'TER III
TEACHING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
General Considerat:t,ons
The scienti£ic !Reroach.--The scientific approach to
language teaching as proposed by Robert Lado is based on his
theory and a set 0'£ principles that have been developed into a
methodology for practical teaching purposes.

These principles,

based on linguistic seience. are subject to alteration as further research

increase~

factual scientific knowledge.

"A

scientific approach to language applies the best that is
to each particula.r class and 1 t$ stud,ents.

¥~own

When a better way

to teach somethin,g 1s reported, the teacher incorporate3 i t
into hi. course, just as a physic1al incorporates into his
practiee new and more effective ways of treating disease as
reported in lIledical literature. n2 "

This analogy between the

medical profession and tho language teacher has been used by
Lado to Qmpbasize the nQed for more scientit'ic thougbt in
methodology.

In~ormation

about the results of controlled

experi.ents showing their e£fectiveness should be considered

2QRobert Lado, Lanlu'le Teach!RI (Hew York:
Hill. Inc •• 1964). p. 8.

McGraw-

.,8.
ia tea.hia• •etbodolocy.

rollowiDs tbe a.alacy theD, tor each

type of proble. iDY01YiDI .a iDdiYidual .tude.t aD ••propriate
...... ofd.alins with it _at be cbo....

The reaulta of lin-

guistic science and learning psychology should not b. overlooked.

As new techniques are reported in prot.ssional

Journals, they should be tried out in the clas.roo. in an
etfort to alleviate a particular problem when oth.r method.
have failed, or to tacilitate tbe learning process,

Lansua&8 learaing is complex.

The solutions to prob-

l ••s that arise de. .nd iatoraation from .everal different
developments i8 tbe field.

One method will not necessarily

solve the same problem i:avolving ditt.rent i.udivid1lAls.
tors such

AS

Fac-

age, educational background, intelligence, and the

personality of the individual pupil are variables that must be
considered.

For the.e reasons, a wide variety of teachins

techniques is needed.

The teacher must be well informed

reaardin& the latest techaiqu •• that have developed from coatrolled experiments in the fields of psychology and linsuistic.
The best that is knoWll and reported in

th~se

fields muat be

applied t. solve individual problems as they arise in partie_.
lar situations during the teaching and learning ot a second
lanllla,e.
The child's age is a variable in lanSuase learning.
nAs a child, the learner has a muscular and neurHl plasticitY'

-39that permits him more readily to adopt the new speech
habits_,,2.5

He likes to experiment with the new speech patterns

and sounds of' the second language.

ae delights in reword.ing

bis experiences into the new verbal symbolism.

Children tend

to imitate speech and are less self'-conscious in making the
strange sounds of foreign words.

A child's world is limited,

and he tends to talk about relatively simple subjects.
"The ideal time for f"oreip language learning is
between the aSes of" six and twelve years.,,26

At this time the

child's interests have extended beyond the family and he has a
relatively strong drive f'or learning.

IU.s linguistic level

consists of' simple ideas and a limited range of' words and
expressions.

His speech organs are flexible and he lacks the

self-consciousness of the adolescent.
Unlike the child, the adult tends to talk about subjects that are too complicated for the beginning stages of a
second language.
concepts.

He tries to express cOllplicated ideas and

The highly complex muscular movements involved in

speech have been used for fifteen to twenty years and are such
strong habits that they will constantly interfere with the
student's use of' the second language.

York:

Habitual thought

2'.elson Brooks, LaBeuale and L,n l 9!s. LeaEninl (New
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1960 , p.

'S.

26ftarold B. Dunkel, Second LAnease LeaEnina (Chicago:
Ginn and Co_, 1948), p. 72.

-40patterns of the native language also interfere with the second
language.
Goal being sought.--Any mothoo of' teaching a second
language must tal!:e into consideration the goal or purpose bein
sought.

1£ the goal ie to establish within the learner a coor

d.inate system of two languages

~or

the purpose ot: verbal

command, the au.dio-lingual approach must be employed.

This

approach requires the learner :first to listen and then to
speak.

Language. primarily a phenomenon of sound, is most

completely expressed in speech.

The.learuer must master the

basic speech patterns, including illtonation, stress t junctures,
and rhythm.

Not only must he master the basic speech patterns,

but he must also learn to understand what be hears.

This must

be accomplished before reading and writing are introduced.
Even wben the goal sought is acquisition of a reading knowledge, the audio-lingual approach should be used in tbe beginning.

The learner can attain a higber achievement level in

reading if he has first mastered the sound system.

Students

who heve learned to translate script without attaining knowlodge of' pronunciation, bave problems
speaking the language.

u.nder,standin~

and

Students who have mastered the sound

system first can learn to read with little or no formal
instruction.

On the other hand. students who have learned by

the traditional grammar translation method of deciphering
script, usually cannot learn to speak by themselves.

-~l-

It ts the consensus oC opiaion among so.e writers that
studeats who leara to

,p,.~

the Coreien laagua,e orieinally

will overtake aad surpa.. those who have been tausht ,e.4&BI
from the beginning.

They maiatain that this takes place duriaC

the noraal course time.

In order to prove that an increased

transfer or learning from audio to visual sense channels
occurs, Paul Pimsleur and R. J. Bonkowski conducted an experiment at U. C. L. A. to determine tbe transfer oC verbal
material acrOS$ sense

mod~litie..

such a deCinite transfer.

Their experiment suggests

Original aural learning fe.cilitated

visual relearDing and the converse was also true.

It was

Cound that students needed fewer trials to learn verbal material both

visua~ly

and aurally when material was first presente.

aurally and the. visually.
tollows:

The experi.ent summarized is .s

"A list or tea pa±red associates (dis.yllables .s

stimuli and color names as responses) was randomly presented
first through one modality and then throush aBother.

Half ot

the 8ubjects learned the list tirst through the visual modality
aDd then relearned it through the auditory modality.

The other

halt learned the list in the opposite order.
Positive transfer was round in both directions.

Aural

presentation had greater £acilitation effect upon visual presentation than conversely.

Subject took fewer total trials to

learn yerbal material both visually and aurally when the

material was presented first aurally and then visually.,,2 7
Audig-Lip,ual Method
The aim of the audio-lingual method ia to attain mastery of the sound system.

Pronunciation, the use of the sound

system, must be taught trom the beginning.
be provided for imitation.

Good models must

Authentic pronunciation models can

be provided by means of a tape recorder or phonographs.
learner tirst listens and then repeats.
active part in using the sounds.

The

He must take an

As he progress.soin his use

of the sound system, repetition can be pertormed without an
illUDedia te lIlodel.
Vocabulary is gradually developed through the association of linguistic symbols with environmental objects.

As the

phonetic sounds ot the word symbols are paired with their proper environmental reterents, a second set of linguistic syatboIs will gradually be developed into a separate systelll.When
this systelll has been developed properly, the learner can think
ill his second language.
Vocabulary is enlarged upon when the lear!ler has gaine
a reasonably thorough tallliliarity with sounds, arrangements,
and torms.

Accuracy lIluSt be gained betore the learner strives

to attain fluency.

Symbols in the second language should

never be associated with words in the native lanluase.

_

27Paul Pimsleur and Robert J. Bonkowski, "Transter of
Material Aeros. Sense Modal! ties t" Jourucl ot: Edt'l.pa tien
, Vol. 52, No.2 (1961), pp. 104-107.
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Wben speeoh is learned before the written forms are
.een, i t is difficult to carry habits of the first language
over to the second language.
e.sentially apart.

'l'hus, the two language. remain

The overt pettern and mentel processes

accompanying the second language will have equal status with
the native language, but will be separate f'rom it.

o.

the other hand, if the learner is taught to associ-

ate a written word ortJbrasfIIl in the second language with its
equivalent in his native language, be will not be able to
tbink in the toreiln I.auguage.

The pupil, for example. will be

taught that the Spanish word, itcasa ft BUitan.s tlhouse" in English.
Every tim. he sees the word "easa" he will atltodlatically
translate this to its Eng.lisb equivalent ffbouse. ff

H. will

proceed to do the same with all of the other Spaniah words and
phrases that he learns.

When he tries to speak, he will have

to think of the English words Cirst betore translating into
Spanish.

Listening and interpreting the speech of native

speakers wil.1 be impossible.

TiAle will not permit the listen ...

er to translate each word spoken. from

~panish

to English.

Th.

speaker will have progressed far beyond the first Cew sentences
while the liatener's interpretation has not progressed beyond
the t'irst Cew words.

lfor this reason the learnex' must never

memorize lists of Enalish-&panish equivalents.
Memorization is, however, an indispensable part of
language learning.

'I'he learner must memorize dialugs.

T'b..s.

... 44full utterancea in contextual relatioDahips with each other
enable the learn.r to uae theIR aa 1R0dela.

The cU.aloga are

cOlRpoaed oC sentence. that can actually be uaed outside the
claaaroom.

Theae ba.ic aentence. when me.orized enable the

pupil to CUrther hia learDina.

They canb. u.ed as a ba.ia

Cor creating other sentencea by analoaY_
The ability to construct .entence. in the pattera oC
the aecond laaguaa. muat b. de.elope. thorouahly in .rder to
Cunction automatically_

Patterna oC speech mu.t be o.er-

learaed to the extent that they he.o•• habita.

Pattern prac-

tice drill. are necesaary Cor eatab1ishing the.e habita.

Th.

aa•• patterns but with diCCer.nt cont.at lRuat be practiced o.er
and o••r until th.y beco•• habits.
tiv.ly ia this way.

Grammar is taught induc-

'or exa.ple. v.rb t.ns.s can be taught by

uaing oral aubatitution drilla.

Th. placiaa oC an adj.cti••

at'ter a aoun in Spaniah can be taught by uaing a baaic senteac.
while aubatitutiaa diCt.reat adjecti •• a.

A chaa.e in the .erb

form caa be Corced by chaalial the auab.r ia the subj.ct.
Throulh subatitution drilla, r.spo••• drilla, aad translation
drills that are structurally orient.d. the .tud.nt learna
Ira_ar by uainl it.

He should aot be liven a aet oC rul.a t •

••••ri •• and Collow.

L.arai.g about the lan... ce and how it

tunctiona crammatically ia ot' no h.lp wh.n one ia call.d upon
to apeak.

As an analolY, learaing to speak a lan... ae may be

compared with learains how to play the piano.

Learnina ab.ut

-45the notes in a musical composition without practicing on the
piano is of no help when the pianist is called upon to play it.
The composition must be practiced several times for many hours
before the pianist is able to play it.

Likewise. the language

learner must take an active part in overlearning grammatical
patterns in order to speak.

When he has developed the ability

to generalize from his acquisition of' grammatical structure
patterns, he bas mastered the basic speech patterns.
Reading and writing, which are graphic representation
o:C

the language, may be introduced when the learner has acquir-

ed command of the audio-lingual skills.

This means that the

learner must have mastered the basic speech patterns .and
listening cOr..'lprebensioz: before proceeding to their graphic
representation.

This phase of language learning usually takes

place a few months after the program has begun.

It is kept

considerably behind the development of' audio-lingual skills.
The materials used are limited to the learner's speaking vocabulary.

The teaching of reading according to the audio-lingual

method does not have to be postponed until complete speaking
mastery bas been achieved.

The learner can read the sentences

that he has already mastered orally.

In fact. when reading is

introduced, it is recommended that the stUdent read each
speech pattern that he has mastered immediately after it has
been spoken.

This provides the necessary practice for the

development of habit :Cormation.

Written symbols will gradually

tead to atiDlUlatetbe laasuas. patterns that catts. the reader
to grasp the total ••anina.
throuah habit.

Skil18 i . re.ding are deyeloped

Once lt has been develop.d, the student can

re.d for informatioD .Dd oo.te.t.
Th. l.naWlse l.arnl. . propAIB ahould proo ••• on ..
dou~l.

track.

••• track.

The ••• 0elatioD ot aouads and ayah01s . .ke up

The other track co••lst. of r •• d1.. the ••• t •••••

that have ..... maat.red orally.

R•• dinS. the •• cond track,

do• • •ot have t. be poatp•••• until all the .1 •••• t. of the

first traok bave b • • • • • stered.

Whe., tor e.a.pl •• som.tbia.

aew appears in tbe reading . . terial., it .bould be taught .a

••••• d.

"Writi8, ia ••••nti.l1,. 'talk oa pap.r,' a pr•••atatio.
o£ souad oa p.p... alld all actiye ald.ll."al

Writi•• call be

iatroduce. with re.d1lla but should Ilot proc •• d 1t.
divided into •• yera1 .ta.e..

Writi•• i.

The alphabet tor Ka,lls" a••

Spaal.b is the .... exoept tor a fev .etaila.

r.r thia r ••• on,

a at.d••t. who 1. literate ift &I111isb doe. Bot have to 1 ••ra how
to . .ke the letters.

the text

o~

ae ••• start

by

copylag exerci ••• frOID

.y writ.i., familiar . . terial froa dietation 1.

order to •• tablish sound-letter correspondence.
At tbe ••uad level the studaft'
writte. ana.era to oral questio...

.AIl _tart .oaatructi••

Practic. i . writi••

-\1-

sentences of bis own can begin at this stage.

Model sentences

should be provided with underlined words to indicate replacements.
intact.

In this way the structure o'f the sentence is kept
Groups ot words can be given from which a sentence is

to be constructed.

Rewriting a paragraph in a ditfereat tease

or person is another possibility tor providing written practice
at this level.

All exercises should be based on material that

the student has practiced throu,h speaking and reading.

Dicta-

tion exercises should be continued throughout the second level.
At the next level directed narration is appropriate.
In this exercis. a sentence 1s 8ive. that sets up the situation
The student is then directed to supply specific information.
'or example, the first sentence may be:
have visit.d."
stated:

"Think of a city you

The specitic information to be supplied ls

"Tell •• why you went there, how tar it is from where

you live. what you liked best about it, bow it is difterent
£rom the city where you live, and what you did there."
narration is also a good exercise at the third level.

A cued
In this

type o£ exercise the topic sentence ot the paragraph is given
followed by a list of words fro. which a briet story can be
created.

Models and controls are necessary at this stage.

The

student should not be given a wider range than his semantic
control.
At the third level it 1.s most important to indicate the
di££erences between written £ora and spoken language.

The

teacher must call attention to these differences.

There are

certain conventions in written language which distinguish its
style from that of the spoken language.

In every culture where

literacy is esteemed, there is a prevalent feelin& that what
people say is somewhat inferior to what they write.

Certain

fonaalities in the written language ..ust be controlled.
Written exercises are longer at the fourth level.
Paragraphs in excess of two or three make up the eomposition.

The controls are fewer.

Practice in letter writing should be

introduced after the student has been informed about the cultural conventions that must be observed in this type ofwrtting
Skills in writing can be developed through practice in
writing summaries of something read or heard.

The student's

mistakes should be pointed out as soon as possible.

The stu-

dent benefit. most from correcting his own work UDder the
teacher's supervision.

Individual attention is necessary so

that the student may improve his skill.
fewer written

assi~ent.

It is best to give

and to So oyer the. thoroughly than

to give many and only glance at them.
Teaching Spani.h to
S2,aker

.9 £511
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The Bnglish speaking student has particular kinds of
problem. in learning Spanish.

These learning problems are

maiDly caused by the interference of his nattve language.
Linguistics f the scieDce of' lan.guage. has identified the

sI.>ecific problems that an English sI)eaking student encounters
in learning Spanisb.

By analyzing, studying, and comparing the

two languages, certain IJrinciples have been :formulated by
linguistic scientists concerning the teaching o:f Spanish to
English speaking' students.

These princil,les underlie the lin ...

guistic teaohing methodology whioh aims to b·uild up knowledge
of' the struoture of Spanish within the student.

At the same

time, this method aims to eliminate tb.e errors c",.used by the
English speech patterDs.

The Spanish linguistic system must be built up within
the neural netl·fork o:f the English speaking learner.

Th.•

Spanish 1anluage system must be developed within th{,l same mold

where English already has been formed.
English illterf'eres with the aoquisition of Spanish.
The degree o£ interf'ercnc.e varies ,greatly among 1.ndividual
students.

age.

The .ajor variable in the extent of interf'erence is

In the case of' bilingual children, interf'erence is so

slight that it is barely apparent.

At the other extreme it is

greatly apparent in an adult who is learnini Spanish as a
second language.

For this reason. children and adults must be

ta l 1.ght dtf'f'erently.

Preschool children ca.n learn Spanish to the extent of
native speaking exactness simply by exposure and contact.

In

situations ",here Spanisb is used as the communication medium,
the preschool child oan learn the language in tho saoe way that

... 50he learned English.

No special technique is needed.

Primary school children need special teaching techniques.

Their knowledge of the structure of English is funda-

mentally complete in that they are able to express themselves
in whole sentences.

They can learn Spanish through teaching

techniques that require the. to mimic sounds.

Memorization and

play situations should be utilized as techniques for this age
group.

They can not only mimic sounds of a foreign language

accurately, but they also receive immediate satisfaction and
enjoyment fro. this activity.
Secondary school students can achieve good proaunciat1a:l
through the ..~se of special drills requiring them to listen and
ilIlitate.

Special techaiques for developing auditory discrimin-

ation are needed.

Special written props that emphasize the

differences in sound often have to be used.

A special alphabet

having one symbol for each phoneme aids in their development of
auditory discrimination.

Unlike the primary school child, the

secondarylstudent's reward is not immediate enjoyment and sati.
faction derived from the production of new and strange sounds.
The 01d9r student's motivation often is geared toward earning a
good grade.
The English speaking adult experiences the greatest
degree of interference frolB his native language.
mimic and has more inhibitions than the child.

He is a poor
The adult

requires more teaching aids for developing a second language

-'1system.

Through linguistics and language learning tbeory and

practice. techniques bave been developed to compensate £or the
adults' decreased facility tor acquiring pronunciation comparable to a native speaker.
An adult gonerally has a stronger motivation for
language learning than a child.

He needs a speaking knowledge

of a language tor foreign travel or foreign residence.

His

need is immediate and he knows why he wants to acquire the
language ability.
Ad~lts

learn more efficiently by classifying informa-

tion and by cataloguing similar categories of

know~edge.

When

adult is learning Spanish as a second language, the linguistic
symbols that are learned in a given situation almost unavoidably become assooiated
native English.

lfi th

the corresponding words of' his

The meaning produced by response to a Spanish

word is not only associated with the situation. but is also
identified with the meaning of' the linguistic symbol in the
English language.

When the adult associates the Spanish word

f'nieve ft wi tb the wbi te crystalline form of' precip! tatioD that
has

tor~ed

a layer on the ground. he invariably thinks ot the

English word

n snow ."

This associated meaninl of the two

language symbols constitutes interf'erence.

It is the most sig-

nificant psychological f'actor in adult second language learning
A child pronouncee sounds

rano~.ly.

H, tends to

produce the sounds that win parental approval and attention

-52more frequently because this kind of reward is satisfying.

He

responds to a situational stimulus that he experiences with
the words that reward him immediately and pleasurably.
Language is a complex of habits which can be established by a stimulus-response approach in early childhood.
Through a large number oC stimuli and responses speech patterns in the native language are eventually learned.

The chil

is not aware of the grammatical structure of the pattern that
is being learned nor is there any interCerence with other
already established speech patterns.
The Cact that language is a complex oC habits calls
Cor techniques Cor developing automatization of responses.
Native speakers do not consciously think about the structure
of the speech patterns being used.

They speak automatically.

Techniques for developing automatization of response in the
older learner include pattern practice drills.

The learner

eventually perceives relationships, however, and this creates
a problem.

"Intellectual interference is a threat to the

establishment of automatization during the process of pattern
practice drills. ,,19

When the student suddenly se.es relation-

ships and demands explanations of certain grammatical patterns,
habit formation of speech patterns is jeopardized.

He begins

29Robert Politzer and Charles Staubach, Teachinl
Spanish: A Linluistic Orientation (Chicago: Ginn and Co.,
19f)l) t p. lS.
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to think about the relationship beCore automatic habit Coraation oC the speech pattern bas been achieved.
As an example, the sentence "1 give the book to John,"
can be changed by substituting pronouns for the direct and
indirect objects, making it, HI give it to him."

In Spanish,

tbe pronoun Cor book is "10" and Cor the indirect object "Ie."
WIt.n the sentence is assembled, it is:
than "Le 10 doy."

USe 10 doy," rather

The student who sees that "Ie" ie replaced

by use" usually questions this.

A long detailed explanation

will tend to Coeus his attention on the pattern too much, and
interCere with automatization.

No explanation may result in

the student's reCusal to partiCipate 1n the drill.

A simple

explanation is needed to relieve his anxiety and at the s . .e
ti•• aake it possible for him to return to the i . .ediate
learning activity, i.e., practice Cor habit Coraation.
In other more complicated patterns the teacher must use
schemes to divert the stUdents' attention away Crom the complexity oC the grammatical sequence.

If the student tries to

analyze what he is doing, the sequence cannot become automatic.
The interCerence that co.es from the student's attempt to
analyze intellectually must be recognized and relulated Just at
this point oC obstruction.

"ODe pedagogical 'trick' that can

be used is to divert his attention to another part ot: the
sentence.fI'O

Ia a substitution drill he can replace the last

30Politzer, OR. cit., p. 18.

part of' the sentence with dif':ferent words.

The teacher may

choose to use another approach to disguise the drill.

A com-

bination o:f pattern drill and weaningf'ul context can be skillf'ully arranged in a manner that prevents intellectual analysis
of' the pattern, while actually promoting its use.
Interf'erence f'rom the native language can be attacked
by teaching gra. .atical patterns independent of' meaning.

In

using thi8 method the teacher must convince the students that
pattern drills are important and a necessary part of' beginning
to learn the language.

The teacher might tell the students

that they are making statements about 80me events that happened
in the past and that they are changing it to the present.

In

this way the "gra_atical .eanin," has been conveyed without
the f'ull meaning o:f the words.

This would be done af'ter they

have responded automatically to the stimulUS of the past tense
verb endings by changiag them to present tense in the sentence.
Then, after the students have gained complete and automatic
control over the cramm.tical patterns, the :full content meaDing
can be given •...
"I.ter:ference :from th.e nati"e language can be attacked
by inte•• ive drill directly at the point o:f interf'erence.,,'l
The language laboratory is nece.sary :for applying the linguistic method to two o:f the p.ychological principles that are put

,1 Politzer,

op. cil., p. 20.

-55to use by the method.

The establishment ot habit tormation and

the immediate reinCorcement ot correct responses can be carried
out in the laboratory.
The syntactical habits of English intertere with the
learning of Spanish.
tion are dit£erent.

The patterns used in sentence construcSome of the devices used in both languages

Cor signaling word relationships are word order, inflection.
agreement. function words, and stress and intonation.
In some structures word order plays an important part.
In English, word order signals the relationship between the
verb and the subject.

In Spanish the relationship between

subject and verb is not indicated simply by word order alone.
For example. in the sentence, "John arrived yesterday," which
,/

in Spanish is, "Juan llego ayer," the meaning remains the same
/

when the word "Juan" is placed in the middle with "llego" at
the beginning, when "Juan" is placed at the end with "llego" in
the middle, and when "Juan" is placed in the middle with

,

"llego" as the last word.

In other Spanish structures, word

relationships may be clearly indicated by word order.

The

sentence, "Alice is giving this book to her brother," the
stress on the word "book u is expressed in Spanish as "Alicia
Ie da a su hermano este libro."

When the stress is on the

word ttbrother," it is expressed as "Alicia Ie da este libro
a au hermlllo."

-56Intlection is another scheme which causes interterence
problems Cor Inglish speaking students who are learning Spanish
While Spanish has an extensive inClectional system, it also
makes abundant use oC function words.

While English makes

extensive use of function words, it also has inflectional
forms.

The pronoua "you" in English is the same for the singu-

lar and plural Cor.s.
caaes.

The verb Corm remains unchanged in both

nyou study" may reCer to one person or to several peo-

ple in a group.

In Spanish, singular and plural pronoun and

verb Corms differ.

The English words "her, ft "him, tf and "them"

remain the same when used as indirect and direct objects.
There is an inCledtional diCference in Spanish.

Possessive

forms are represented by inflectional differences in English
and by functioD words in Spanish.
ftel libro de Juan."

"John's book" 1n Spanish 1s

n.e Cunction word is ftde." meaning "of."

III English, ushall," "will, t.

tt

t

11, It and "alll goillg to" are

represented by an inflectional ending attached to a verb ill
Spanish.

Words that indicate interrogation, condition, and

lIlood are used in Enllisb to desilnate changes in verb meanings.
Such words, for example, are "do," "does," "did," "shall,"
nwill," tlshould,"

"may,"

n.ilbt,tI "would," and "ought to."

These words serve as Cunction words in English.

In Spanish,

inflectional endinls on the verbs are used in place oC these
£unction words.

Other function words include nfor," "by,"

"about," and "when."

Their Cunction is in silnilyin,

-57grammatical connections.

They should not be equated with nor

translated into Spanish.

"We are looking !.sir the book" in

Spanish is "Buscamos el libro," without any separate word
representing nfor."
Spanish noUDS and adjectives agree in gender and nUlllber.

English does not have grammatical gender for nouns.
The conjugational endings of verbs is a ditticult con-

cept for English speaking adults.

English verbs only have tour

torms, e.g., "look," "looks,tI nlooking," and Itlooked."

The

irregular English verbs bave less than tour forms, e.g., "can,"
Itcould," and "put," "puts," and "putting."

The subjunctive is

used in Spanisb to connotate certain verb meanings, e.g.,
doubt, wishes, emotion. desires, command, and in dependent
clauses that follow certain impersonal phrases.
Intonation used in Spanish ditterentiates interrogationl:> and statements.

"Va Juan" may be, "John comes,u or

"Does John come?n, depending on the intonation.

"1 see him "

-'

in which the stress is placed on the word "him" is "Le veo
a 'llt in Spanish.

Usually, Spanish subject pronouns are only

used when stress is emphasized.
Most of the syntactical habits of English that interfere in the learning of Spanish can be attributed to the lack
of correspondence between the choice and the grouping of the
devices used for Signaling word relationships in the two
languages.

An English function word mayor may not have a

-58correlating function word in a coinciding use in Spanish.

One

language may use function words for signaling word relationships while the other language uses intonation. inflection,
and word order.

There is no clear cut pattern.

It cannot be

assumed that Spanish always uses an inflectional form when
English uses a function word or that inflection used in
&Dglish requires word order in Spanish for expressing the same
meaning.

When there is partial similarity between the two

languages, the studeat teads to analogtze this similarity by
inventing constructions that graamatically do not exist.
Constructions in which almost all of the words used
have corresponding words in the other language cause the most
diffieul ty.

"She speaks of. tt "she dreams of

,It

and ushe thinks

of''' all require different prepositions for the word "of" in
Spanish.
&Dglish and Spanish have dependent infinitive constructions.

English uses only one function word. "to," whereas

Spanish has several.

Spanish is not consistent in anyone

gra. .atical pattern.

There are always exceptions to the rule,

as there are in English.

The students usually do not notice

the inconsistencies in tbeir own language. but become confused
when Spanisb and Englisb patterns do not correspond.

Habit

for.ing pattern drills sbould be tbe teaching device used for
correcting interference caus$d by grammatical structure in the
two languages.

-59The teacher must be familiar with tbese problems of
interference by the native language.

The beginning or inter-

mediate student does not need to understand the nature of the
interference.

A discussion ot English-Spanish differences may

lead to confusion on the part ot the student.

A student who

is studying on an advanced level, especially in courses ot
composition and translation, should know about the comparisons

ot English and Spanish.

It would be assumed the students on

an advanced level have already developed a Spanish linguistic
system and

~ll

not become confused by a comparative analysis.

They have acquired a knowledge of the structure ot Spanish and
are able to use Spanish patterns freely in speech and writing.
The student who is able to manipulate

patt~rns

and control tbe

structures of the language is ready to read rapidly and well.
Teaching ot Language
By Correspondepce
The nature ot correspondence study requires that the
students learn in tbe most etricient manner Crom books and by
tollowing written instructions provided in the study guide.
The textbook presentation, the written explanations, and the
reading materials are emphasized throughout the process.
Learning proceeds througb tbe constant ertort of the student
with correction by the instructor.
Learning the theory oC a course can be achieved provided the student knows bow to use books and can understand

-60writte. instructions.

Correspondence study is 81.ilar to doi ••

ho••work with the us. of ioterestine

.elf-teach1D~

textbooks

and iostructional mat.ri.ls.
Guidaace promotes more .rticieat and ettective I.Ara-

illS.

This i .. provided in corre .. pondence

.tu~y

throu,h the

written co.-uaic«tion betw.e. te.cher and .. tndeat.

In mo.t

o.e •• the same instructor a •• ip_ and oerrects the student' •

••• t .....t..

The instructor t • eo. . . . t. and criticisms give the

student the adVantage of individualized i.structloa.

The rela-

tio.shlp betwee. the studeat and the l . . tructor otten becom••
peraoael aad

lDfo~.~

durtal the progre.sioD of the cour.e.

The atudellt i . eO.81dered ••
Du.lltbar of the cIa...

aD

lDd.1Y1dual rather thaa aa a

U. ba. the Qodt vi ded at tontioD of the

instructor wbtle b. i . rectttD, the l •••oa back in

wri'~&.

He

i. f ..ee t. write to the t •• trueter tor t'urthe. . . . .i.tano• •ad

cIal"'itlcatlon.

Thi. furthor pro.ote • • plea.ant relatton.hip

betwee. the stude.t .ad instructor.
netinite planned work ta a.si,Ded by the i •• tructor.
The student MU.t reolt. the le •• oa back to the teacher by
reduela, tbe r.aulta of hi. re.ltat10n to writi...

Th• • tu-

dent'. ability to expre •• him.elf effecti ••ly i . wrltiac
facilitate. hi. pro.ress throuab the cour...
.tudy leave.
work.

DO

Corre.poadeaee

room for .v•• iv.n•••• bluffiaS, or car.le ••

Tbroulh written recitation .tudent. h ••• the opportUD1ty

to d••e10p tbe.1r .kill. in thoupt and expre •• ioa.

They IIN8t

.. 61.organiz~

their ideas about the subject matter to express the

written recitation eCCectively.
When the student enrolls, he receives all oC the course
materials at one time.
cher.

The study guide Cunctions as the tea-

This study g'd.de or syllabus proVides Cor the over-all

organization of the course.

It gives the student the necessary

initial direction, guides him to the sources of information,
and provides supplementary material.
The objectives of the course and the activities necessary Cor achieving them are stated in the syllabus.

The text

material. are divided into study assignments by the syllabaa
or study guide.

Study notes are supplied in the guide to

explain and interpret difficult parts of the text.

Practice

eX9rcise. and self-checking quizzes are provided to check
progre.s ift the course.

The correct answers are provided with

the quizzes so that the student may learn by correcting his

ova mistakes.

In this way the student is able to ascertain

the speoifio area. wbere he has to review.

IC certain types of

problems are causing difCiculty, tbe student can write to the
teacher for a clearer and tuller explanation.

It certain typ ••

of problems are deCined. more and easier practice exercises ar.
sent.

It a tinal examination is tailed, the instructor will

otter t& help tbe student overCOMe his particular ditticultiea
80

that he might successfully pass a retake.
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Th. . .t.rials us.d for correspondence study are
desiped to be .elf-teaching.

TIl. syllabus construotion is a

hichly developed art, an outgrowth of years of experimentation
and experience.

The writer mu.t be a .pecialist in the .ub-

ject .atter and in its pre.entation.

The materials are written

and te.ted on diftere.t groups of stude.t..
are revised and used tor t •• tinl again.

The. the materials

The good schools

revise con.tant1y in order to make the . . teria1s e.sier to
learn.

A great deal of money is spent to prepare aaterials.

'lbe large .waber ot .tudent. earolled make. this expe•• e
possible.
&rror. are analyzed and the weak p1ac •• iD the study
auide are found after bundreds of papers are graded.

Seetions

of the study luide that bave cau.ed proble•• are revised to
~

clarify tbe •• aD:.I.•,. oC the material.
The instructional •• terials are prepared.special1y for
ho.e study.

The instructions are speciCic and the vocabulary

is controlled.

The . . terials inolude refere.ce. to particular

practioe materials.
The .tudy cuide is like a workbook.
arranced i . seque.tial levels.

It ha. work unit.

Learning proceeds without skip-

pinl anythinl because all of the work in one unit should be
completed before loing on to the next.

Correspondence instruc-

tional aaterials are ofte. more clearly writte. and are easier
to leara than are text. prepared for clas.rooa u.e.

This is

-".
becau.e everything has to be spelled out clearly in he.e atudy
. . tertals.

The instructor's sugg.stio.s and assistance to the

atudent by written co. .untcatioR .uat b. clear and conctse.
Mottvation ts especially i.portant in correspondence
study and plays an important part in lesson service.

The

instructor'a criticisms must be unambiguous in order to give
the student

aD

explanation comparable to one that a good class.

room teacher would make verbally.

The student-s lessons and

letters get more individual attention because the home study
teacher has more time than a resident teacher.
because the

cor~ospondence

This 1s true

instructor does not have to prepare

lessons, record grades, or do many of the othor chores that a
resident teacher must do.

The les.ons have boen prepared

ahead of tim. by experts in the field,and a clerk records the
grade. and mails the corrected papers back to the student.
Leason service is prompt.

The student receive., the corr&ctecl

lesson within one week of its receipt by the correspondence
study department.
progress.

Students are continuously informed of their

The school keeps records of the student's progress

and provides transcripts of completed course work when neee.sary.
The student must be
strongly self-motivated.
schedule for studying.

persist~nt,

self-disciplined, and

He is required to set up a regular
He must know how to study in an

orderly and systematic fashion.

The whole le.son must be

-6%work.d out by the .tud.nt u.ing hi. own r •• ourc.. .xc.pt for
the written .xplanation• •nd directions.

Having to put the

whole le •• on into writing require. that the .tudent at lea.t
••ke • •n .ttort to organi •• bis ideas about the .ubject matt.r.
Ue m.st develop a •••s. ot responsibility toward
lessoas comp.tently.

c~p1.ting

tbe

This type of .t.dy encour.g.s tb. d.vel-

opment of r.li.bility .ad iaitt.tiv. within tb• • tud.nt.
Lacking. d.fiaite ti••• cbedule, he i. l.ft to hi. own initi.tive.

The corr•• pond.ace .tud.nt work. at hi. own pace, r.tber

th.n the one •• t by the av.rag. c.p.citie. of a l.rge nUMb.r of
.tud.nts wbo .r. studying .iaalt.aeou.1y in • cl•• sroom.

Ue

doe. DOt have £e1low .tude••••round to provide i.ceative aad
morale tor .tudyi...

For the.e re •• on •• strong .e1£-.otiv.tioa

and a villiasae •• to work are r.quired of tbe .tud.at.

H• •u.t

.et a .t.adard rate for compl.tial hi. • •• i ....nt. and l.araing
exp.rience..

ae mu.t do for hi•• e1t the tbiag. that be caa

. . . .ge and know wbea to .eek suidenco from tb. iastructor.
Ia a r ••ident cour.e the studeat pa.... in the work aad
receives it back Iraded the aext day or the n.xt w•• k.

In a

ho.e .tudy cour•• h . . .il. it to the .chool and r.ceive. it
back crad.d within a week of it. r.ceipt by tb. corre.poadence
.tudy d.part••• t.

In.truction by corr•• poadonc., however. i.

aot ju.t a po. tal inaovatioa.

It i. tb. car.fal1y pla. .e.

sy.te. for .tudy of .pecifi.d .ubj.ct .atter in order to
acbieve certaia learaiag obJ.ctive..

Every coura. auat include

-65constant effort on the part of the student followed by the
evaluation and correction by the instructor.

In this way.

learning proceeds.
The main difference between classroom study and correspondence study is the means oC communication between student
and instructor. not what is communicated.

In fact. some resi-

dent courses. such as English composition. for example, have to
be taught by using the correspondence method.

This means that

each paper bas to get individual attention and has to be read
thoroughly.

Corrections, comments, and suggestions for revi-

sion are written in the m&rgins by the instructor.

This method

is used to create an ef'fective learning experience.

The dif'fe

enee between the resident instructor and the correspondence
instructor is that, generally, the latter has more time for
thorough correction and for providing individual teaching.
correspondence student's lessons receive more attention.

The
The

time element and the fact that he is not competing with others
in a classroom for the instructor's attention makes this
possible.
Another obvious difference between the resident and
correspondence study is the lack of' classroom interaction in
the latter:
"In a classroom there is constant interaction between the instructor and his
students, a 'give and take' helpful to
them both. These students can ask questions which occur to them; they can

-66participate in classroom discussions and discuss the matter intormally with classmates
over a cup of cottee. The classroom instructor, at the same time, can observe tbe reactions ot the students and adapt to them. It
be sees that there is doubt or contusion, or
that attention is wandering, he can adjust
his lecture and discussion techniques to keep 2
the stUdents interested and highly motivated.'"
The results ot an investigation by Dr. Robert Edward
Crump which appeared in the Library Journal in 1929 shows that
"correspondence teaching is as ettective as residence instruction.

It"

His investigation included two groups ot students who

were studying psychology, Spanish, and English.
studiod in residence.
dence courses.

One group

The other group studied by correspon-

The results ot the investigation showed that

there is about as much variance between tbe two resident
classes meeting at difterent times ot the day as there is
between a residence class and a correspondence class.

This is

evidence that learning depends more on the stUdent and the
teacher than on the classroom or the lack ot time.
Crump's investigation was a controlled experiment in
that "the groups chosen were ot approximately equal intelligence; they were taught by the same teachers, and used the same
texts."'"
,2University of Michigan Bulletin, No. 101 (March,196"
p. , .

"Marion Horton, "Recent Developments in Correspondence
Study," L&l?rau Journal, LIV (December 15, 1921), p .. l022-102,.
'4Horton, Ope c&t., p. 1022.

The investigator himself', i.e., Dr. Crumpt made the
following comments:

"Granting that our tests have actually

measured the achievements o£ the various classea and that any
variables that have not been discounted or eliminated are only
such as are typical of' similar cases, we may conclude that the
evidence on band justities us in placin, correspondence and
cla8s instruction on a basis of eqUality.""

A later report in 19S5 wbich appears in The

C~'I.icAl

J2B£B.l reports that pupils who learn Latin by correspondence
devote more actual time and study to such a course than they
would to a residence course.

Further. it states as erroneous

the idea that the oaly wayan individual acquires an education
is throUlh the "ladling out of inf'ormation by a olassroo.

teacher.""

The University of' Illinois offers correspondence
courses in :foreign languages.

In 1949 it was reported that

"courses in f'oreip language rank high ill percentage of
co.Pletions.,,'7
Gayle B. Childs conducted a study in

1'~9

which showed

that the achievement of correspondence pupils was significantly

"

Hort•••

p. 102',

"larnestine
Le.n, "Learning Latin by Corresponft'
CI •••1c,l Jovat1 , Vol. I, ••• 8 (MaYt 1"').
,40-3 2.

dence,"

pp,

.
r.

~ ••

'7••

il F. Garvey, "A Study of COMpletion Record. o£
Studeat. ia Corre.pond.nc. Courses at the Uaiyereity ot 11linoi., 1"~-19'6t"Unpublished R'port, Univ. of Illinois. 19'9.

-6Sabove that

o~

classroom pupils

study, pupils were tested in

o~

the same ability.

~ourteen

subjects in

In this

~ive

~ields.

Foreign language was one of the fields. 3S
The University of Hawaii changed the method used in
correspondence study courses in 19"_
tiona

All

"With only a few excep-

written assignments were dropped and the number of

supervised examinations was increased from one to three.

The

only courses which retain a series of regular assignments are
English Composition and Foreign Language..

Findings suggest

that the new system is a great help in encouraging students to
finish their work.

Test results show no

signi~icant

di~ference

iD. favor o~ one method over another."~9
According to another report which appears in the

.~

Proceedinss, foreign language can be as effectively taught
throuah correspondeD.ce atudy aa in the classroom.
language instruction can be as

ef~ective

"Foreian

as residence study.

Correspondence study reaches out to the stUdent and carries to

him a personal mesaage from the instructor creating a mental
set-up that is peculiarly suitable to high achievement in a
language subject.

This contact is continual in

acorrespondenc~

-8

~ Childs, Gayle B., "A Comparison of Supervised Correspondence Study Fupi.l$ and Classroom Pupils in Achieveatent in

School Subjects," Doctor's Dissertation, University of Nebraska
19 /!9.

3'

J ef'f'ery Fleece. "Effect 0;[ Reduction of' ~'lri tten Ae'~!f~
ments on Completions and Achievement in Correspondence Study,"
Univer!lity of' Ha'tl1tlii Extension Division, 1~'l,6.
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A language course organized to develop reading ability

mustb. individual rather than mass coatrolled$

R.ading should

b. the primary aim."%O
I. an .arli.r r.port, Bond wrote the tollowing, which
app.ar.d in a 1924 publication ot the NU&A Proc •• dings.

"Th.

three most important aspects ot lang. . g. l.arning ia ord.r ot
importano. are r.ading, und.rstanding the .pok•• lang. . g., and
.p.aking."

In aohi.Yina the above ai•• , the author do.s not

s.e any ditt.r.nc. betw••n resid.nce and correspond.no.
study. "'1
No matter wh.r. the .embers ot the Armed Foro.s are
statioR.d. th.y bay. aR opportunity to study toreign languag.
by corr.spond.no. throu,h USAFI.

Th. a . .ber ot .tud.nts who

.uc •••• tully oomplet.d th... oour.es was high accordiag to a
report app.aria, ia a 19"

.dition ot the Modlr. LID"'"

Stud.nts can l.ara to read and writ. tor.iea languag.s
trom book. and s.lt-t.aohin. in.truotional mat.ria1..

Cours.s

in oompo.itio. are w.11 adapt.d tor this type ot in.truction.
Writt •• co. .unt.atioa b.tw••n th• • tud.at and th. iastructor
ott.r. an .xc.ll.nt opportunity tor d.v.lopiag skill. ia
cr.ativ• •xpr.s.ion.

%°0 • F. Bond, "'or.iea Languag. Instruction by Correspond.ac.," NUEA Pros •• di9I'. Yol. XIII (1,'0), pp. 112-11,.
%l 80nd • NUEA Prt!!'41nl'. 1924.

Students can learn to speak and understand spoken
languages by listening and speaking.

Recordings on discs and

tapes sent througb tbemail provide appropriate teaching aids
for developing listening and .peaking skills.

The student has

the advantage of u.iag spare moment. at any tim. for proc •• ding
at his own rat..

Th• •up.rior .tud.nt who is strong1y motiva-

ted bas the chaac. to achieve considerable progre •• ia audiollagual skit!.s through listeaing and practicing pronunciatioa
and .peecb pattern••
Th. teachina of advanced Spani.h througb oorre.pondence
cour.e. i. done mainly by the us. of written mat.rials.

Th.

t.rm nad"anced" as used by tbe writ.r m.an. courses that are
two y.ars b.yoad the b.ginning lev.l.

Th• • tudent is .xpected

to ha"e an ad.quate vocabulary and aa .xcell.nt knowledge of
language patterns and verb. b.tore undertaking cour.e. at the
advano.d le".l.

4t thj.

1.".1

the .tud.at is expected to ha".

eaouah coatrol of the laacuase to ...bl. hi. to u.e it a. a
tool to furth.r his knowledge.

Ia this way. he is ao long.r

l.arniag bow to read but is reading in order to learn.

He can

srasp the .eaning without havin, to analy.e .ach word for it •
•• aBin,.

Through readiag be is able to iacrea •• hi. knowled,e

of the thought aad .xp.ri.ao. of the Spani.h and Lati.-Am.rica.
cultur...

H. ca.

U ••

r.adin, a. the •• dia for obtai.ina iafor-

aation about cultural pattern•• cu.to•• , citi ••• h.roe ••• duca ..
tional .y.t•••••on. . .nt •• areat achi."•••• t •• arti.t ••

-71musicians, history, leaders. religion, belief's, and characteristics.

In this way the student is able to enrich his

knowledge and understanding through an appreciation of some of
the outstanding literary works written in the Spanish language.
At the same time these content courses simultaneously enrich
the student's vocabulary and reading ability.

Reports about

thes. topics make good subjects for written compositions.
Lit.rature courses can be studied when the student has
attained a good reading facility and llD.derstanda the culture.
The student is ready to study literary masterpieces when he
ha. advanced enough in the language to be able to experience
the. so.ewhat as the native reader would.
The study note. in the syllabus or study guide aid the
stUdent in explaining and interpreting difficult parts of the
text.

They serve to clarify dif'£icult grammatical construc-

tions and indicate specific study procedures for handling
difficult m.terial.

These study notes bring the text up to

date and supply int'ormation about recent deVelopments concerning the reading seleetions and their authors.

In this way

clear and speci£ic explanations are provided to t'acilitate the
learning process.
Advantages ot' Studying
Spanish by Correspondence
The advantages 01' studying Spanish by correspondenee
courses are more numerous than the disadvantages.

The nature

-72of correspondence study sets up a private communication between
the student and the instructor.

This tends to establish a

condition that is especially favorable to high achievement in
a language arts course.
The instructor is able to provide guidance when the
student's intellectual traits and his level in the subject
matter are known.

One ot the earliest and best ways to find

out the student's characteristics is through written work.
Even in resident courseS t this is true.

The student's

l~itten

recitationll reveal his level of progress. intellectual needs,
response to the subject, attitude toward the subject mat'ter,
and his most trequent difficulties.
In correspondence courses that are adapted according to
the student'll needll. high achievement can be attained.

The

IItudent tends to feel that the teacher appreciated his ef'forts.
ae tends to develop a feeling of' confidence in the teacher who
understands his needs.

The student is confident that the

teacher has the ability and skill to guide him toward mastery
of' the subject matter.
Correllpondence study produces the ol'Portunity for
creative written expresllion.

Writtea laaguage is used

~o

express reflective thinking that is sti.mulated through the
reading of' good literature.

Thoughts and feelings can be

shared through reading the literature of a people.

From his

reading the student is able to obtain knowledge about the

-7'ideals and values of tbe people who live in a particular place.
The studentls reaction toward the reading experience can be
expressed in written compositions.
Individuals who are busy with proCessions and busiXUiUJoetii often crave intellectual stimulation.

'fime does not

permit them to attend a resident class in a university.
Through correspondenee study. tbey ean satisfy their intelleetual need at any time and in any place.

They can use spare

moments for study and progress at their own rate.
not bound. by the classroom sehedul.e.

'fbey are

Each student can set his

own pace in learning and can take time to improve hiB Btudy
bahi ts and reading skills.

The Buperior studcnlt can do more.

Correspondence study encourages the Btudent to develop
a further sense of responsibility and a higher degree ot
thoroughness.

The student must do all of' the work in the

lesson by himself'.

He cannot omit something on the pretense.

supposition,or premise that another stUdent might be ealled
upon.
Correspondence study makes the expertness and

i~genuit,

of' the syllabi writers available to a large number of individuals spread over a vast area.

It provide. the opportunity tor

developing an intellectual maturity wbereby the student begins
to interpret for himself the .eaning and signi£icance o£ the
knowledge he gains.

The learning is thorough and progresses

trom the simple to the eomplex.

One unit must be

completeo l)ef'ore the next is begun.
"Unquestionably, one of' the by-products of' eorrespondence study can well be a training in the proper fresentation
of written material; it can serve as a means o:f establishing
good habi ts.

It

42

This remark ra:fers to the emphasi son. nea t-

ness, marl'l;ins, typewri tten ,.,.ork, and other specific directions
that are given to the student in the study guide in ref'erence
to subl11ittlng written work.
Disadvantages of'
Correspondenee Study
The student lacks the advantage of a group experience
in correspondence study.

Althougb cOJDmunieation throu.gh

wri ting and indi v:tdual attention is prov! ded, the student does
not experienee the direct appeal of' the instructor' 5 personality;
A student has no competition_

He lacks the stimUlation

and drive f'or achievement in the course of' study which comes
from participating w:fth members of a class.
The student may do his assignments at irregular and
indefinite times, with long intervals between them.

This lack

o£ continuity can weaken the overall academic achievements.
The stUdent lacks the £acilities of the university campus, such as the library and language laboratory.

In an elem-

entary course, access to the language laboratory is extremely
important Cor the following reasons.
Ji2Bernice Lee. USuggestions tor a Handbook on Construction ot Course Syllab4,tf NUEA Proceedipls, XXX <.Mal\ 1941) ,p.60.
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First oC all, a tape recorder can accelerate the student'. progress in e.tablishing speech patterns as habits.
Habit Cormation or the overlearning oC .peech patterns can be
ach.b~vf'td

throug;1.". repet.i ticn.

be repeated

$(~v€'rnl

The response of the machi.ne can

tilDes 1vi thout the sl ightcst change.

The

elements oC :ratiguA, distortion, and irritability do not afCect
the tape recorder.
Secondly, the student can hear his response more
clearly when played back on the tape than he does while hearing
himself speak.

Further, he is able to compare his taped res-

ponse with the original recording on the tape.
sons he can judge his response more critically.

For these reaWith a dual

chann$l tape recorder, the original prerecording can be heard
on one tract and the student's response recorded on the other
tract.

The learner is free to erase his response in subsequent

repetitions without erasing the original prerecorded tape.
Thirdly, good speech models are provided on tapes Cor
the student's imitation.

In this way he is able to practice an

exercise, dialog, or certain gralUlatical patterns as many times
as necessary in ordor to achieve mastery.

This can be done

atter class time in a special room such as a language laboratory.

The practice of'listening and speaking reinforces the

learning.
Contact with the instructor is ultimately important in
elementary and intermediate courses.

This is true because the

-76instructor must deal with problems of interference caused by
the native language.

These problems must. be dealt with

directly and immediately at the point of interference.

It will

be seen in the next ... ection, where the subject of teaching
&panish

t~

English speaking students is discussed, that inter-

ference problems are recognized from verbal expression and
managed on an individual. basis.

Successful UlitI1a.\l;ement of these

problems call.s for Cace to face contact wi til the claSS1'OOnl
instructor and a language laboratory.
Some of the comments made by the uni vert;i ties in l()t.
ters to the writer may be presented here in order to add to the
list of advantages and disadvantages of teaching languages by
correspond••ce study.

One university wrotetha!"olltJ",dng,

.I

which shows both an advantage and a disadvantage'
If The Romance Language De,par'tment is considering
deleting the Elementary and Intermediate Spanish from the correspondence offerings. It is
the opinion of at least some of the faculty
that the courses are not and cannot be made comparable to the courses taught on campus. For
some time t these courses have llOt been a,,'ailable to students who are degree candidates here,
since we have :found no satis:tactol'Y method of
incorporating the oral-aural aspects of' the
campus course to correspondence study.

The courses have served a purpose ~or stuaents
who only wish a reading mastery of the language;
if they are retained, enrollments will continue
to be so restricted."
Another university wrote the following in a letter answering
a

r~Qu.st

Cor materials:

-77"1 am pleased to send you our Correspondence
COurses bulletin. Th. courses described in
it are speci1'ically d.signed tor the student
who can study independently and who possesses
initiative, drive, and the desire to learn."
The University of' Michigan states the tolloYing in their
bulletint
"Academic credit courses o1'tered tor individual study through corr.spondence are equivalent in all respects to a campus classroolll
course. A complete syllabus is care1'ully
prepared by competent authorities in the tield
ot .tudy, together with related le.son assign.ents and other supple.entary explanatory
. . terials are provided ~y the Correspondence
Study Depart.ent and ••nt to each student who
1fDJ"olls.
Students .tudying throulh individual correspondence instruction, a. in all learning. pro1'it 1'rom a cours. to the ext •• t that th.y
seriously apply themselVes to the l.arning
taslt at hand."

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE SURVBY OF ADVANCED
SPANISH COURSES TAUGHT BY CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
A qu.stioaaaire waa the inatruaent used for obtaia1n8
preliminary information about tbe ourrent praotioe •• polioles,
and trends ia teaobiag advaaoed BpaDisb by oorrespondeaoe
study.
The queatioanaire was worded in suoh a way aa to elicit
a prompt reapOnae.

It waa atructure. in order to make it

.iaple and Cast to fill out.~'

A cover letter explaining tbe

purpo.e of the atudy accompanied tbe

queatioaaaire.~' Tbrou8b

the kind a •• iataJlce oC ProCessor Matias, wbo bas clone a considerable amount of re.earoh in tbe fielcl of

c~rre.poDcleDce

.tudy.

tbe universities coaplied with the request for sendin, aateriala.

The syllabi. speci.en. of examinations, catalogs. and

li.ts of textbooks used in the cour.es were .ent directly to
ProCeasor Matias.

In this way the writer waa assiated in the

location and collection of aaterials needed Cor the atudy.

~'For copy of queationnaire, see Appendix I.
"For copy of cover letter, aee Appendix II.
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~nd

c~ver

letters were mailed to the

sixty-two universities that are members of the National University Extension Association.

These NUEA member universities are

accredited by the educational accrediting associations of the
areas where they are located.

Tbe addresses of the institu-

tions are listed in a booklet published by NUEA called The
Guide :to.Correspondenee Study.4S

The subjects taught by each

university are listed in the guide.

The 1966-1967 edition

lists thirty-six universities that o-r£er advanced Spanish
courses.
In order to provide a double cheek, questionnaires were
sent to all sixty-two universitie..

The questionnaire

requested each institution to indicate whether or not courses
in advanced Spanish were offered by checking either "yes" or
,~

"no.n

.

If' the "tes" space was checked, the university was

requested to send the . . terials indicated on the questionnaire.
This request was .ade for the purpose of locating and collecting the materials needed for the study.
Each sentence was worded brief'ly and Simply.

The

request for materials was speci£ic, clear, and understandable.
Mple space was provided for comments, questions, and suggestions in the event that any ambiguities or other di££ieulties
had been incorporated in the wording of' the questionnaire.
4'Mary E. Henry and Vasser Bishop (eds.), The Guide to
Correspondence Study (Minneapolis: HUEA, 1966-19675.

-80B.cause ot the nature ot the response, the writer had
no ne.d tor reconstructing a new version of the questionnaire
that could have been guided by any questi ••s or co. . . .t. o. the
part of th. re.po.dents.

OBly two univer.iti •• co. . . .t.d that

th.y were not completely sure what was •• a.t by "advanced"
Spa.i.h courses, but sent the inforaation a.d .aterials needed
anyhow.
The writer received a ••wer. trom fitty-.eve. ot the
sixty-two ua!.er.itie., a re.ponse ot 91., per cent.

Of the

fifty-seve. uniYersities that responded, twenty-.even indicated
that advanced Spanish course. are ottered, twenty-ni •• indicat.d that such course. are not oftered, and one in.titution
otter. advanced cour.e. specially written tor an individual
.tudent.

Ot the tive that did not re.pond, it was touad that

two are list.d in the WU£A aulde and ia their catalogue. as
in.titutions ottering courses in advanced Spanish.

Ot the

thirty.six institution. Ii. ted as ottering advanced Spani.h
courses in th. XUBA guide, tw.nty-six responded

"y.~"

eight

r.sponded "no," and two did not respond to the questionnaire.
The only two univer.ities that ofter adva.ced Spani.h
courses and that are ROt li.ted in the guide are tho.e that
ofter specially prepared cours.s written on an individual basis
One ot the universtties that checked "no" oa the que.tionDaire actually otters a course that th. writer considers as
bei.g advanced Spanish, i.e., beyo.d two years ot co11e.e

-81study.

The writer discovered this wh.a examining the current

catalogs of the sixty-two universities.

Th. univ.rsity in

question offers a reading course to .tud.at. who have complet.d
two years of coll.ge Spanish.

The material. selected are in

accordanc. with the student's ability and are planned to
correspoad to hi. iaterests.

Vocabulary and grammar are

iacluded but only to the ext.at of n.c.ssity for comprehending
and iaterpr.ting the reading material.

Therefore. the total

number of uaiversiti •• offeria, advanced Spanish cours.s is
twenty-nia••

TABLE I
ADVANCED SPANISH COURSES OFFERED BY
NOEA AFFILIATED INSTITUTIONS

Questionnaires Returaed
No Respoase
Affirmativ. Answers
•• sative ADswers
Special Case.

HUMber

P!rcentage

'7

,

91.,

27
2,

47.%
'0.9

1

1.7

8.1

-
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RESPONSES FROM THE 36 SCHOOLS LISTED IN GUIDE
AS OFFERING ADVANCED SPANISH COURSES

Hum'Qer

,,.

Questionnaire Returned
No Re.poD,se

Affirmative Answers
Negative Answers

Pitrcenta,e

94.4

2

5.6

26

76 • .5

8

2,.,

!lees of Courses Offered
The largest number of course. offered by correspondence
study was found to be 11'1 the field of literature.

In examiD,1ng

the catalogs of the sixty-two universities. the writer found
that sixty-six courses

~re

oftered in literature.

Of these

courses, there are forty-two that are called "literature" and
twenty-€our entitled prose, drama, poetry, novel. combinations
of novel and dramat combinations of novel and poetry, and
advanced readings.

This information 1s summarized in Tables

III and IV.
The second largest number ot courses was found to be in
the area of composition.

The writer found that thirty courses

in composition are oftered.

These results, along with the

other specific courses oft'ered t are sW1UDarized inT.bIe V.

TABLE·lII
ADVANCED SPANISH COURSES OFFERED THAT
ARE CLASSIFIED AS LITERATURE

Literaa Period 9£ Eta
Golden Age

Date

Nuaaber of Courses

Spanish-American

1.500 - 1700
1700 - 1830
1839 - 1960
1000 - 1960
Not Specified

7
10

Unclassified

Not Specified

2

Transition Period
Mod.rn-Cont.mporary
Suryey Cours.s

12

'*

7

TABLE IV
ADVANCED SPANISH COURSES OFFERED THAT ARE
CLASSIFIED NOVEL, DRAMA, POETRY. AND PROSE

I'Me ot: Cours,

Numbet of Cogrses

18th Century Noye1

2

19th Century Novel
20th C.ntury Noye1
l'oye1 and Drama

3
1

Novel and Poetry

1

Drama aefore 18th Century

1

18th Century Dram.
19th Century Drama

1

Spanish-American Prose

1

Modern Pros.

3

Readinss

8

1

2
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TABLE V
ADVANcaD SPANISH COURSES IN COMPOSITXON.
GRAMMAR, READING. AND OTHER COURSES OFF ERED

Ih_ber of Courses

C2 VS ,
C••position, Srd year

1,

c..position, lith y.ar

5

Gr......r .nd C••position, 'rd ye.r

,

Gr. . .ar .nd Coaposition, lith year

1
2

Sty1istics

,

CiYiliution

2

Superri.s.d Study

1

C~eroi.1

It

It

Sp.nish

Rapid a•• di••

,

Spanish Gr. . . .r for T•• ch.rs

2

,v.191ti2• • (

C·srs ,.

lb' s,it,ri' Ind aSIB4',dt Is,4 to, .v,ll, ti 2R .--Th •
orit.ri. and sta.dards used for .va1ueti•• by the writer are
r.oo. . . . d.d by the NOaA.
••tit1ed CEile'i' a.d
1962.

Th.s. were obtai•• d fro. a booklet

St'R4""

that vas published by NOEA 1.

Th. standards i. the pub1ic.tio. are listed under five

•••• r.1 crit.ria.

Thre. ot the tive criteria were chosen by the writer in
order to
cour....
vices.

c~asaity

the standards ua.d tor evaluating the

Th.y are philosophy, instruction, and stud.nt serIn selecting the criterift and standards, the writer had

to consid.r the kind of intor.ation r.c.ived trom the univer.ities.

The standards that have been chosen are tho •• that are

direot~y applicab~e

vb.a evaluating iatormation contained in

syll.bi, oatalo •• , a ••pl • •xaminations, and individual l.tt.r.
fro. so.e of the .chools.

Additional standard. provided by the

writer are baaed .a lator. . tion obtain.d tro. review of the
related literature ia tho field of oorr.apondeDce

.ta~.

Th.re are tw.nty-nine univeraiti •• that offer cour •••
in advaace. Spanish.

Of the •• twenty-nine institutions,

tw.nty-fiv. seat study CUid•• and syllabi for the writer to
exaai.e, a respo.a. of 86.2 p.r ce.t.
.e.d

.ateria~.,

Of the tour that did not

two have aa •• tablished policy for rel.asins

.yllabi oBly to .tud.nts enroll.d in couraes and fellow NOBA
.e.bers.

The other two prepare the course. on an individual

basi ••
In applying the philosophy criterion to atandards, the
cours. was inspected for reflections of certain basic prineiples of education.

Do the courses oftered in the program

reflect the principle .f equal educational

o~portUDiti.s

for

all individuals re.ardl.ss of ,o.craphical location, previous
educational background. health. or social c1 ••• '

Do the
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courses offered reflect the provision Cor individual differencea?

Does the program of course. indic_te that the basic

right of individuals to improve themselves is being provided
Cor?

achie~

Are the methods used Cor evaluating the students'

menta in liae with other academic program.?

Are the courses

offered in the program of study accredited accordin, to the
•• thods used in other academic prosrams?

These were the ,prin-

ciple. considered when appraising the university's syllabus aad
course materials in terms of its philosophy regarding language
atudy.
In applyin, the third standard under "instruction" in
Ta~l.

VI. the Collowing factors were considered:

of welco.e to the student included in the
syllabus?

Is a letter

introductio~

or

the

Is a brief summary of the iastructorts background

and interests presented in the introduction?
conversational in toae?

Is the syllabus

Is a biographical sketch of the stu-

dent requested together with a form provided to supply this
information?
Bach university was coded by a nuaber.
was written on a separate card.

Each standard

The degree to which the

course materials fulfilled the standard was rated high, average, or low.

When an especially high degree of clarity was

stressod in the syllabi, for example. the institution's coded
number was written under "hisb."

When the syllabi were found

to be lacking ia clarity, the institution's number was written

-87wul.r "lo"t If
as "average."
the standards.

A.1tll ta. bet".eD the twa extremes was ela •• ttt ••
'fb1s pattera could Dot be tollowed with all of'
50.6 demanded a "yes." "no

t"

·'unspeclf'ted,"

u/lom.what." or ttother" cl ••• ifieatioD for ratiA!_.

These

dif'ference. are appare.t 1ft Tabl. Yr.

TABLB VI
BYALUATION OF eOUUBS

Hili

lHl8!H11

AYt[';'

T. what d..... do the .yl1abu.
cours. . .tertals indlcate
the l . . tttutl•• •• phll•••p h7
l"e.ard.1a. laaPA.e

9

11

,

l'

7

,

18

6

1

1~

It

aad

.t".,."

,JlS nwStl21

1.

I. the .yllabu. cl ••,.1

a.

Ar. the ••• l .....t. ole.,.
cut'

"

w.~

Does the syllabus reflect a
r.lat1•••hip b.t••••
the t.struetor and stud••t.?

7

4.

ts the syllabus attracttv.?

7

,

Doe. the syllabus refl,ct a
hilh d...... of' .ottvatt.at

a

11

16

6

,.
,7.

Ar. the 1•• tr\loUo•• tor
studyt., clear1
Do tbe /ly1Ia'b..s and cours.
..'.rt.ls ref'le.' cur,.e.t
deY.lopa••ts ~ .ethoda aad
subJ.ct Glatt.,..,

Lox

9

l'

9

,
,

,

-88TABLE VI--Cgntteied

INSTRUCTION

8.

,.
10.

11.

12.

13.

1".

2.

AY~ra"e

Low

Doe. the syllabus reflect
the instructional procedure.
that are psychologically
sound and based on current
knowledge ot how students
learn'

11

12

Are the instructional materials selected in terms of
suitability to correspondence
instraction'

16

9

Uo the study notes interpret
difficult parts ot the text
and provide example. to
facilitate the le.son'

8

6

I. the study guide well desilned. well written, and
attractive in appearance'

8

8

Do the instructional materials include supplies other
thaD textbooks?

16

,
,

Is the correspondence course
equivaleat to the resident
couree7

2,

a

Are the objectives ot the
cours, clearly stated in an
exploratory introduction
before ,ach unit?

STUDBNT SERVICBS
•
1.

Hllh

Ar, the corrected le.sODs
returned pro.ptly~ (withiu
teD days)
Do the instructors a.ke com.,nts on the lessons?

,
T,s

2,
a,

2

11

9

No

2

Vn·p,sit,ed

TABLE VI-

-~ontin.u...£..2

===================._==--,--------"""------*". _ " ' - -

------,-----'

STUDENT SERVICES
,.

~.

5.

Are credits awarded on the
same basis as for a residenee eourse?
Does the student have
library privile.es'

18

Are audio-visual materials
used?

Is counseling service
available?

7.

Are the examinations

o

1

1

6

2

25
2.5

supeJvised?

8.

Are the examinations
returned to the students'

,.

Are the students infor.ed
of the result.?

11.

Are adequate safeguards provided to protect the integrity
o£ the examination?

2,
2,

Are the tests revised periodically by the home study
department?

9b jective
How are the exams
const.ructed?

.,

.!.!.!... ..

6.

10.

•

,

21

Essax:

Boj:h
12

8

~

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
In keeping with the primary purpose of this study, i.e.
an overall examination of the offerings through correspondenee
study in advanced Spanish courses, some conclusions that are
based on the general observations have been made.

Recommenda-

tions for improvement are based on the general observations and
conclusions that have been obtained from the information accumula ted.

In order to present the conclasions of the study and

recommendations for improvement, tbe writer will briefly summariz. the highlights of the previous chapters.

This will

serve as a basis for drawing and listing the criteria for an
ideal cours. in advanced Spanish through correspondence study.
Justification for correspondence studX in the United
St,t,s.--Equal educational opportunity for everyone with all
possible means for attaining this goal is a basic American
belief.

The underlying goal of the state universities is to

serve the people advantageously through the provision oC useCul
s.rvices.

Correspondence study programs are the means used Cor

extending the limits of the university, not only to the boundaries of the state, but into other states as well.
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In this way

individuals 1iYing in remote g.ographica1 locations of state.
such a. parts of Montana, Wyoming, North.rn Wiscon.in, Colorado,
and Utah, to mention a few, have the opportunity to improve
the.ae1ves.
Th. law of supply and demand may be applied to .ducatioa.

Students aeed courses and so•• o• • •ust offer them.

The

i.creasia, aumb.r of corresponde.ce .tudy programs offered to
.eet this de.aad r.quire. a profe.siona1 orgaaizatioa; thus,
the creation of NUEA.
L,aE9inl t_'O£l aId ",reill ,

foreilB 1anaua,e.--Over

the past two decades. 1ingui.tic .cientists aad psychologist.
ha.e work.d closer together, sharing the re.ults of their
research.

This i •• ia part. responaib1e for the development of

a new field kaown a. psycholiaguiatic ••
Psycho1iaguistics is a .cieace coacerned with the cognitive aspects of behavior, eapecia11y verbal 1earntn,.

This

fi.1d is concerned with the behavioral m.chanis.s involved ia
s~bo1ic

1.araing, particularly the .aaner in which a speaker

encodes v.rba1 behavior aad the 1i.ten.r decod.s it.

"The highly advanced .tate of conte.porary
1iaguistic acieac. as well as of psychological 1 •• raing th.ory should make possible
the integration of re.ults from the two
acienc •• in the study of the individual'.
acquisition aad us. of .11 typ •• of 1iaguistic r •• pon •••• from the simple to the
mo.t complex. There are ••ny area. where
further research in p.ycho1inguistic. is

-92needed, such as child language learning, the
learning of' a second language, personality .46
structure, and thought and problem solving."
The learning theories of David Hebb and Charles Osgood
support the goal for establishment of a coordinate system of'
two languages within the learner of a second language.

Robert

Lado's scientif'ic approach to language teaching is based on a
theory that is similar to Hebb's in that i t assumes the existence of a neural aemory store.
The audio-lingual teaching method, the means used by
language teachers for develapins a coordinate system, may be
theoretically interpreted by the three theories discussed in
Chapter II.
A good educational program requires the mowledse and
collaboration of various experts f'rom dif'f'erent fields.

Some

principles f'rom the f'ield of pure science can contribute to
curriculum construction.

They sbould be applied under the

direction of experts including learned psychologists, subject
matter specialists, and teachers who are working together.

New

inno'Vations in educational programs require the collaboration
of experts in order to achieve success.
Foreign language programs o:ff'ered through correspondence study could be improved by means of new innovations.
Syllabi writers should be awa.re of an.d acquainted with the

%6 John B. Carroll, The Studt of' Language (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press. 1963), p. 111.

"'93latest f'indings and applications of cW'r-ant learning theories.
Incorporation of' audio-lingtlal techniqu.es in advanced courses
should be started.

In the writer's opinion, tape recordings of'

poem•• plays, and short stories would do much to improve the
cour.es offered in literature.

Slide. with slide commentary

tapes could be used for short stories to replace the uee of'
library reference books.

Even reproductions of' Spanish

paintings eould be sent to students on a loan basis for a
specif'ied period of' ti.e.
Lanasa,e lear!in.,--Tbe scientific approach to language
learning is based
science.

OD

the lat•• t findings trom linguistic

The a1m is to develop a coordinate system of' two

languages. in this way keeping the native language and the tar,et la.suage separate.
A new linsuistic syst.m is developed within the learner
ot a second laDcua,e throuah the acquisition of a new set ot
speech habits.

When mastery of the sound system has been

attained (this includ.s the develop.ent of a second set ot
linguistic symbols>, the learner can think in the s.ooad
laaguase.
Th. native language interferes with the development of'
ne. speech habits in the target language.

Age is the major

variable in the desree of interference.

Ch1ldr.a and adults

must be taught by different techniques.

Through 11nsuistic

sc1ence and the psychololY of language l.arning, includins

-94theory and practice. techniques in teaching have been developed
to

o~pensate

for large degree. oC interference from the natiye

lanpage.
Oaoe tbe studeat has maatered the sound system of the
target language, he is abl •• proyid.d he has the proper motivation. appropriate l.araing materials. aad guidanc., to proceed
i . learning to read and writ. the language.

Knowledge iayoly-

iag the r.adias and writing .kill., togeth.r with or.dit for
the.e cour•••• may be acquired through corre.pondeace .tudy.
Sagli.h interfere. with the acqui.ition of Spani.h
becau.e there are phonological, syntactical, and morpholosical
differences between the two languag...

While the phonological

difference. can be attacked in elementary language cour.e., the
eyntactical aad morphological difterences are ••phasized in the
advanced cour••••

A. can be •• en in Tables III, IV, and V, the large.t
. . .ber of courses in advanc.d Spanish offered through corr•• poadenc. study are ia the areas of literature and composition.
The findings pre ••nted in Chapter IV form the basis
tor the following augg •• tions tor improye••• t and pr••••tation
of cour.es.
Philosgphy
The pbil.osopby of the course in question .hould be in
general Agreement with tho latust 1":i.ndinga in tho teaching of
foreign lan&uages toda.y.

NUl...

ideas and innova tiona in

-9'language lenrning

COUrliH!L;

should be constantly eVL31uated.

to

as

the standards listed in Table VI.
Instructional Recommendations
for Improvement
Since the student Buppoeedly will be l'rorking on his
own, the syllabus should be so well presented as to elicit

a8

little :further direction from the instructor e.s possible.

The

assignments should be very clear an.d ehould indicate to the
student exactly what is expected of' him.
assigned a definite task.

The student should be

In a composition course, the assign-

ment sbould. include specific instructions aet to. number of
words, style, which questions or points to emphasize in the
written expositi.on, and the pu.rpose ot' the theme.
Lesson assignments should be formulated in such

way

It

that they require accurate, close study on the part of the
student.

The student shQul d have a clear und.erstallding of the

knowledge he will gain in completing the exercises and written

The syllabus should reflect a warm personal relationship between the stUdent and instructor.
conversational in tone.

It should even be

The inetructor's personal:tty should be

reClected in the comments made on the students- papers.
most importe..:nt and highly valu8hle th"t the stUdent

his papers are

bein~

It is

s~nses

tha

corrf'cterl by nnother humaf1 heing who is

.elCare.

The instructor should make an eCCort to learn what-

ever he can aoout the student I::; backg,·oWld and reasons for
studying by corra¥poudell¢e.

.le

.1lhlQuld ..lake

an ac-tlve at"..3mpt

to respect the student's wish,uI and ambitious in

to

Seven of the twenty-:four

oeeer him the proper guidance.
syllabi re:f'lected this quality.
quested a biographical sketch

ol~de,·

Only tl'iO of these seven re-

fro~

tbe student.

The syllabus shou1d be at tracti va in app!4arance in an
effort to encourage the student's tlnthusiasul and intl1res t.

It

should be typed or mimeographed oft a good grade of paper and
should be secuxoly fastened

togath~u·.

It .:should be bOWld with

a paper cover so that there is no danger of its coming apart.
The cover should be attractive and identi:fy the course and the
nallle of the institution.

It should be neat and easy- to read.

-lbe neatness serves as a good. example :for the student to 1:'0110w
in his own course work.

A syllabus shou.ld be f'ree of aiaspel-

lings, inc.orrec.t referrals to textbook page l1WJJbers, and other
typographical errors.

A title page with the au.thor'. name and

identification should be included.

A table of contents .should

be included in order to facilitate the location of the materials.

A general introduction to the course is most important

Cor defining the objectives to be achieved.
included in the syllabus.

This

~hould

be

Information that should be contained

in the geDeral introduction would cover an explanation of the
physical pattern of the course:

the number of assignments,

-97the n . .ber oC credits, textbooks (including inCormation about
how to obtain and use them), the number oC tests, and the
nature of the Cinal examination.

Only seven of the twenty-Cour

cours. syllabi examined by the writer fulfilled the above
standards.
Since the syllabus takes the place of the teacher,
directions for study should be incorporated in the introductory
pages if overall instructions are not given on a separate page.
The objectives Cor each lesson in the course should be stated
in an exploratory introduction to each unit or assignment.

In

this way the stUdent will be informed aa to what will be
taught. what he ahould learn, what the instructor will expect
him to do, and the standards required for aucceastul completion
of the course.

As Table YI indicates, the writer found only

six syllabi with objectives listed betore each lesson.

Such aD

introduction should also include definitions and ideas for
handling the material.

It should provide the liDk that relates

the new material to that previously studied.
The amount of time the atudent is expected to apend on
the preparatioD of eacb leason should be mentioned in the
introduction.

For example, in the Home Study Institute's

syllabus an excellent explanation of the time expected to be
expended by the atudent is atated.

By atating that each lesson

ia equivalent to one week of college work, the student tends to

-98feel that he is still part of a class and is not completely
alone in his study program.
Materials not in the textbook which the instructor
wants to present sbou1d be included in the exploratory introduction before each unit.

This written material serves to

parallel explanations, comments, and supplementary information
that a teacher would state in the classroom.

Written comment.

such .s the.e in the introduction .erve to motivate the student
to further his knoWledl. from ref.r.nce readinl and exploratory
inv•• tisatioa on hi. own.

Any .tate•• nt. that would .erve to

80tiv.te and. .ncoura,e the atudent .hould b. included i8 the
introduction.
Every .ea.s po.sible for motivating the student should
be employed i . order to maiatain a .ufficie.t level of e.thusi ••• nece.sary for completinl the courae.
is able to .timu1ate the studeat's iaterest.

A lood instructor

a.

is able to do

this by coam. .icatial his inter•• t i . the student's prolr••••
The .yllabu. should apecify instructions very clearly
and show by example so.e of the more difficult points and
i •• u.a in the l.s.on.

The University of N.br.ska provid.s an

.xcellen.t example of how this i . done ia it. .yllabua.

Aa i .

indicated in Table VI, only .ight syllabi rated high in providing ample study aote. for interpreting difficult parts of
the le.son.

In addition, th.s. eicht .yllabi provided examples

to facilitate the learninl of difficult gra. .atical structures.

-99The syllabus should be very clear as to the instructions for submitting written assignments, i.e., whether or not
typing is required. the kind of: paper that should be used, the
size of the margins, and the size of the page.

Nine of the

syllabi examined by the writer were outstanding in their
clearly stated specifications for submitting written assignmenta.
The syllabus should reflect the latest findings in
language teaching as well as subject matter.

This includes lit·

erarJ interpretations and the latest grammatical rules and
usage..

Nine of the syllabi rated above average in this

quality_
Course materials should be .e1ected according to suitability to correspondence study and availability to stUdents.
Reference works that are readily accessible should be listed
under supplementary books.

Students should not be referred to

reference works that are so highly specialized, e.g., the Encyclopedia Espas8, that they are not likely to be found in the
average U. S. community.

Bernice Lee printed the Col loring in

regard to bibliographical items in 1947:
tiThe bibliography should give the indispensable textbooks, suggested supplementary
references Cor those interested in reading
further than the prescribed course requirement. Each rererelu::e should carry the complete bibliographical description so that
the student may intelligently ask for the
reference at a library or order it from the
publisher. It would be worth while if each
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8u"e.ted reference were annotated or evaluat.d in relatioD to 1t. value •• a reCerence for the cour•• or .ny p.rt ot it. 1£
only p •••• are resarded a. valuabl., the
.peeitic pag •• should be indicated. Text •
• hould be in har.ony with the latest practie •• in re.ident in.truetion, up to date,
and reeosnized and accept.ble in tb.ir
1'1.1d.,,4.7
Th. inatructional . . t.riala abould lnclud••• Dlany

typ•• ot learaias .id• • • •r.

D••••••ry

to -.k. a poiat.

Wh••

• tu.dylns PIa 9!Y..1a,e, • aap .hould b • •uppli.d to .bow the
route of the protaaoai.t.

In llt.rature cour••• , tape. and

recorda 01' ••c811 •• t quallty should b ••• de .v.ilabl. 1. ord.r

la......

to Siv. the .tude.t the . .xi. . . e.301'••• t ot • literary ... ter-

pi...

.ucb

a. • ••od po...

Tbe

laboratory t.chaique.

could b • •xp.nded i.to adYaD.ed cour••••• well, •• s., Prol'•• -

I.......

aor Je. . .e Verney Pleaa. .t. (Coluabi. Vaiveraity) baa tor y ••r.
b... "oias r •••• rch 0. the u.a. ot tbe
te.chin, literature.

labor. tory tor

Hi.h .tandarda ahould b. _i.talned 1D

ord.r to bay. the corr•• pondenc. coura. equiv.lent to the
r ••ldeat cour.e.

Thi. ar.a ia an .xtr••ely a ••• lttv. and i.portant one.

The.. .ervic. . . .y ••an k •• pins or l.aina a atude.t.

A•

• Yid.... ~ by the fiadia •• , . . . t tortunately, the •• a.rvi•••

se.erally i.clud.d the £0110wlna'
"aenaiee Le., "SUls•• tloa. tor a BaaAook on eoa.t...e·

t10n otCouEse Syllabi," NUEA P£o&"9,a••• Xx.~ t-fay,1947) ,p.6o.
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Corrected lessons are returned promptly, i.e •• within
ten days.

Six institutions indicated that there is some delay

during the awarDer months while instructors are

0:0

vacation.

One institution explained that it is sometimes necessary to
send the lessons :from the university to the vacationing
ins true tor for correction during the latter part of August and
the t'irst of' September.

For this reason, some delay should be

anticipated by the student.
All o:f the institutions indicated that appropriate
comments by the instructors on the students' lessons are made
in order to encourage review or clarif'ication o:f concepts or
1'acts.
Credits are awarded on the same basis as the resident
courses in most oC the iasti tutions.

Four have restricti.ons

:Cor credit allowed Cor teach!n, certi:ficates due to state
regulations.

In South Dakota correspondence credits are not

acceptable Cor the renewal 01' any certi:ficate, :for example.
In three other states only a limited amount of' credi.t Crom
correspondence courses is allowed, as indicated from the i.nCormation obtained in the catalogs.
Counseling service was :found to be avai.lable in all of'
. the insti.tutions in question.

Supervised examinations in order

to insure high standards was :found to be existent in all of' the
institutions.

-102Likewise. atudents are inf'ormed of' the grade received
on the final examinations.

They are not. however. sent the

corrected examination paper to

in order to see the areas

r~view

where they are still weak.
According to the finding. in this study. five areas
need to be looked upon most seriously,! and cri tiCAlly by the
proper authorities r.lat.d to corresp.ndenc. study.
1

Audio-Visual Aids
fnd Tetc,iB' D,Ttoe,
First of all. there should be an expanded use of aa
many audio-viaual materials as possible due to tbe laCk of'
direct contact betwe.n the student and teacher.

The writer

noted that one institution which offered two advanced courses
in conversation and composition did not offer tapes or pbonograph records for either course.

The objactives stated for

the, course were the elimination of Anglicisms and the proper
us. of vocabulary and idloma.
Teaching devices are indispensable tool. of

in.tru~tio

and .hould be uBed to facilitate the understandlng o£ tbe
written or spoken word.

Throu,b the us. of More than one .en-

eery cbannel, learning is established more clearly.

Concept ••

appreCiations, and interpretations are clarified.

o.

F. Spencer in bis

~andb90k

!2£

F2rrespondence

Author. aDd Insiructors atates that "in correspondence instrue
tiOD there is a great need Cor the use of (visual-sensory

-10:;-

materials used to facilitate the understanding of' the written
word or other abstractions) aids.

Words have diCferent mean-

i.ngs to dif:feren.t people. fllt8
Visual-sensol")' materials will correc t inaccure te and

insufficient sensory impressious ovoked by a word.
phonograph records t

tapes, and

1"0 dios

t

Besides

correspondence study

progra!DS could make use of flat pea variety of ea.sy to repl·Oduee. easy to mail, and inexpensive materials.

Such materials

may include maps, charts. flat pictures. diagrams, posters,
cliPI.lings, booklets. 'lJagaziDes. and pamphlets.

Slides '4dth

tape commentaries cou.ld even be t.uaed.
Projected visual aids could be used OD a. supplementary

limited basis if the distribution of projector equipment was

found. to be limited among atudeDts.

o.

F. Spencer a.1so reports that, "past experiences

point out that even thouS;h the

COllts

are higb and the distribu ..

tion limited, euch visual-sensory aids as recording tapes,
sound motion pictures, televisions with their attendant tel ....
courses are moat effective teaching devices_ nlt9
The u.se of visual-sensory and audio-visual aids in
correflpondence programs of' lanzuage study {on the basis of'

48 0 • F'. SpenctJr .. Handbooli 1"01' Correspondence Authors
end Instructo£s, CorrespondeDce,Instruction Department. Paper
No. 121(;6,. Pennsylvania State UniverSity, (University ,Park:
By the author). p. 13.

1t9Spencer,

GEl

ci~.

-10%current learning theories, findings from linguistic science,
and studi •• in .econd language learning), would tend to establisb more permanent learning and superior understanding of the
Spanish lanloage.
"Much experimentation and re.earch is still
needed in the .earch for the moat e.ftective
way o.f combiniag the .... media (TV, radio,
.film., and other audio-visual devicea> with
the individualized tutorial method. o.f correspoadence study. The possibilitie. are .0
great, however, and the aee. throughout
Americaa education so pre.sinl, that there is
clearly an obligation tor television, radio,
aad audio-visual specialists in educatioa to
Join as quickly as possible the correspondence
educators to ha. .er out new techaiques."SO

The second area that ahould be l.oked upon most critically by the proper authorities related to correspondeace .tudy
i. e . . .iaations.

In the writer's opiaton, the in.tructor

should .end the corrected .final ex. .iaation to the student.

In

this way the stUdent could note the co. .ents made by the
in.tructor.

These co. .ent. and correction. would indicate to

the student the are.s where more study ia needed to achieve
more coaplete maatery.
According to good learniaa psycholoCY, a test can serve
a. a beneticial learaial m.thod.

As a curreDt practice, Dot

oaly in corre.pondence study but in re.ident school • •s well,

-105students are rarely inCormed as to which points need further
review and which areas need more thorough comprehension.
The writer Cound that most oC the tinal examinations
are a combination oC essay and objective questions.

While

seventeen of the institutions specified in their syllabi the
type of examination the student should plan for. less than
tifteen .ent specimens oC Cinal examinations to the writer.
It was Cound that the tests were constructed to discover
whether or not the course objectives had been met.

It was

found, however, that many of the essay questions were worded
too loosely.

This gave room for discussion of unimportant

material when questions were worded too broadly.
bility oC such tests would tend to be low.

The relia-

One weakness of a

&22S essay test is that time does not permit a complete and
comprehensive answering of all test items.

Essay test ite.s

that permit discussion of unimportant material because of
their unspecific wording would further decrease the time allowance needed tor considering the important aspects of the topic.
In order to insure reliability, essay test items must be constructed carefully and the criteria for scoring them must be
clearly detined.
Only three institutions made a deCinite statement as
to whetber examinations are revised periodically_

It would be

assumed that they are. bowever. since this standard is
required by NUEA Cor accreditation.

-106ObJective.
Few syllabi were t'ound to .tate specifically the objectives to be achieved in each lesson.

An exploratory introduc-

tion containing the lessons' objectives helps the student
organize the eontent ot' the lesson.

It aids the student by

directing his study and assists him in understanding the probIe. before he begins his study of it.

Objectives stated in

each lesson's introduction spell out clearly the importance of
the particular assignment in relation to the overall course.
They inform the student of the standards required for successful completion of the course
Study; Notts
Few syllabi were found to have sufficient study notes.
Archaic words should be explained in the stUdy notes of the
syllabus.

The writer found that in many cases the student was

referred to a dictionary or an English translation of the
literary work because of the difficulty caused by archaic worda
and grammatical usage.
study notes.

This could easily b. explained in the

The parts of the assignment that usually r;ive

studeats dit'f"ieulty should be elarif"ied in the study notes.
reviewing earef"ully the lessons sent in by students over a
period of time, it is usually possible to spot any weaknesses
ia the courae, including certaia parts of" the lessona that
frequently cause difficultie ••

By

-101While eight institutions included good study notes in
their course ayllabi. four of: these eight were f:ound to be
outstanding in explaining and clarifying materials not adequately covered in the text.

CHAPTER VI
CRITgRIA FOR THE IDEAL COURSE
Survey of Sl!anis)} Literature
It would reasonably be assumed that the student who is
studying advanced Spanish througb correspondenoe courses has
sUGcessf'ully passed the elementary and intermediate phases.
Courses in advanced composition and Spanish literature require
a prereq,uisite of :rour semeaters of college EnSlish.

Although

the phonological aspects of the language are stressed in thea
elementary and intermediate courses, complete mastery should
not be assumed.

The student has progressed in his knowledge of

grammatical structures and patterns to the extent that he can
read and write.

The degree to which he 1s able to manipulate

the language patterns and control the grammatical structures
rill vary according to the extent of' interference f'rom his
native Bnglish language.

In the writer's opinion, the phonolo-

gical aspects should be continued in order to develop a greater
degree of proficiency.

Language is a complex of babit forma-

tions requiring continual practice to aim toward perfection.
As lIlentioned in Chapter III, the Bnglish apeaking
adult experience. a large degree of interference from his
-108-
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The majority of students .nrolled in advanced

cour•••• which are equival.nt to fifty ••m.eter coll.ge level
and higher, are close to, it not within. the adult ag. group.
Techniques for furth.ring tbe development of automatization of speech patteras along wtth matntainins and i.proYing
those that bave already been attained, are d.finitely an
import.at part of the program.

Interference will manifest con-

.tantly a. tbe .tudent analyzes the complexities of grammatical
structu,re..

He will be exposed to this type of interference a.

be sees the construction. written in the pa,e. of the Spani.h
literary masterpiece.' that h. is r.quired to study.
Tbe coastruetion of tb. syllabus tor ••eh a course
.ould be car.fully done.

Th. preparation of verbal cont ••t

woald be guid.d by liaguietic analy.is.

Through the us. of

comparative liagut.tic analy.is. the mai. ditficulti •• contronted by the l.ara.r would be .tr•••• d.

Linsui.tie analyai.

facilitates tbe learaing ta.k for the student for the tollowing
r.a.o.a:

"Linguistic a . .ly.i. will furnish rules of the apek ••

lansuag. which ar. oft.n .impler than (or at any rate ditferent
trom) the rul •• of the written language which are give. in aany
traditional gr. . .ars.

Lin,uiatic analysis give. aD exc.lleat

clu. aa to what unit. ot b.havior should be taught 1n individual •••rci....

The linSUistic teachiDI methodolesy a1•• to

build up the student-. knowl.dg. of the .tructure of SpaBish
by ••an. of syst ••atic drtlls, while at the sanae tim.

-110eliminating those errors which are caused by the patterns ot
the stude.nt's native Ellgli8h. n5l

Intensive drill at the points

01: interference, through the use of' oral exercises. lfould be
~

used to develop automatization of the pattern.

Substitution

exercises that require repetiti'On 'Of the grammatical patterns
while replacing different words and phrases at the end of each
sentence would be the method used fo1." attacking this type of'
intorterence.

The student W'Ould be inforaed as to the import-

ance 'Of' this type of' drill for establisl'ling bald ts.
The drill would be accomplished in the following

lHlY;

A separate laboratory manual together with a reel of' tape would
be provided with the syllabus.

Not only would the study notes

in the syllabus provide additional clarification and explanatioDa of difficult gralJUnatical structure. through the use of'
written examples, but those patterns that bad been found to
cause thelJJost dif'ficulty would be reviewed often through the
use ot a tape recorder.

In the easo of archaic usage, after

presenting an adequate written explanation in the study notes,
the current usage or form would be exemplified on the tape.
As mentioned in Chapter V, the use of audio-sensory
aids could be extended into the advanced Spanish curriculum.
The student would have the advantage of hearing a literary ma.terpiece, such as a poem,

'1

Politzer,

~p.

p~ay,

cit.,

or story on a record or tape.

p. 2.
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The writer noted in r.vi.wing an institution's syllabus that the tollowia& advice was givea to the .tudeat.

It

was .u•••• t.d that the .tudeat tind a native Spani.h sp.ak.r
and r.qu.st hi. to r.ad a t.w lin•• ot the t.xt aloud.

In thi8

way the .tudent would bave the b.n.tit ot hearing the text.
Sinc. distance would prohibit the university in.tructor trom
working dir.ctly witb the corr.spond.nc • • tud.nt, it was furth.r r.co. . . .d •• that the stud.nt ask the nativ. speak.r to
li.teD and critically evaluate his proDunciation.

A coaplete

di.oussion cODcerning the advaDta,.s and di.advantag.. ot such
I

a .y.te. will not be pre.eated here.

What will b • •eation.d

is tbat tape. could provide the .o.t r.liable •• rvice.

Th•

• tudent would be a.sur.d of a aood .odel available at the aost
conveaient .tudy ti....

Spac. would b. provided for the .tu-

.ent to r.peat certain line. on the tape and the. to have the
added b ••etit ot playing back bis r.corde. voic..

In this way

h. could co.par. hi. voioe with the aativ. voioe.

This would

pr •• ent an opportuaity tor a ••If-.xamiaation and iaprove.ent
betore th. i •• tructor r.ceiv.d tb. tape tor turtber evaluation.
A•••ntion.d in Chapter V (p. 92), a good eduoattonal
prosram introduce. new ianovations through the collaboration
of .xp.rt. who r.present dift.rent fields.
A good survey course in Spanish literature should otfer
a areat Variety of visual-.ensory aids.

Many times, incorrect

meanina connotated by worda tends to distort the author t •

-112mood, intention, and attitude as expressed in a literary work.
Even in our own native language, this sometimes happens.

For

this reason, visual aids to supply meaningful contexts would be
used extensively.

A variety of' such materials which are blex-

pensive and easy to produce have beea listed (p. 103) by the
writer.
The content of the course would include literary selections. critical analyses of literary movements, authors, and
Spanish civilization.
Since credits in correspondence study are based on
eight (8) lesson assignments for each credit, with the final
examination taking the place of the last assignment, twentyfour (24) lessons would be included.

This would be explained

fully to the student, in addition to comparing the course to
one offered in residence.

Sixteen (16) hours of classroom

instruction plus two hours of study for each session is a standard requirement for one credit.

The correspondence student

will be informed that each lesson assignment should require at
least six hours ot preparation.
It would be explained that the f'inal. examination plus
a review of' the lesson assignments determines the grade.
tinal exam will count as
8.8

one-third.

hi. corrected

two~thirdst

The

and the lesson assignments

The student would be required to mail in all. of'
le880D

assignments with the tinal examination.

-113These would be evaluated again and compared with the final
examination.
The lesson assignments would include discussion questions requiring the student to organize his ideas, interpret
relationships. and use critical judgment.

These writteD assig&

ments would aim to prepare the student for the final examinatiOD.

ae would be told to expect aD essay type test with a

few objective items as well.
The study notes would supply a large number of self
check quizzes to emphasize important factual material.

A list

of important concepts, facts, and literary movements to be used
as background material for the final would be presented.
The corrected final examination, together with the
lesson assignments would be returned to the student for review
of areas where more study is necessary to achieve more complete
mastery.

The student would be required to mail the examination

back to the university before receiving credit.

Equivalent

forms would be available each time that the test is revised.
Each section of the course would be checked by a number,of well
constructed essay type questions.

A different combination of

these test questions would be written up for students on an
individual basis.
In addition to the content and the final examination,
the syllabus would be attractive in appearanee and well organized.

It would be bound together in a single volume with all

-114ot the assignments, directions, rules and regulations concerning procedures, change of name and address torms, and examination requests.
Cover sheets. the torms used for the first sheet ot
each lesson assignment, would be designed as shown by the
writer. 52

Brigham Young University has an excellent cover

sheet which served as the basi.s for the one design.ed by the
writer.
Special envelopes for mailing the lessons to and trom
the student would be provided.

These would be designed with

open windows on the tront to reveal the mailing addresses.

The

envelope from the student to the university would have the
openiag on the right side.

The institution's

.a~-.~s

as

printed on the right side of the cover sheet would be revealed.
The envelope from the university would reveal the student's
identifying information through an opening on the left side,
corresponding to the cover sheet.
This type of lesson service n.ot only facilitates the
communication between instructor and student, but makes tor
faster processing and more rapid return of the corrected
assignment.

These little servicest as Simple as they may seem,

tend to contribute to a more favorable stUdent attitude toward
the course and institution.

As discussed previously (p. 100).

student services play an important part in stUdent completion

SaFor

copy of cover sbeet, see Appendix III.

-ll5~

rates.

Tbey playa major role in establishing and maintaining

lood relationships between the institution and the students.
This brings up two other important points that were not
.entioned in Chapter V under recommendation. for improvem.nt.
First, there should be a letter of welcome from the institutioD'. director or fro. the instructor to the student.

Among

the outstandingly designed syllabi. iDitt.l letters o£ welcome
were provided.

The .econd point ia that a brief sumaary ot the

instructor's backlround and interests 1s a most valuable aid iD
eatabliahiag rapport.

Since the only communication between

studeDt and iDstitutioD in most case. is through written correspODdence, i t is extre.ely i.portaDt that this be done iD a. an
ettective way as possible.

The student receives guiuance

throuSh the writteD co.mUDication trom the instructor.
ult~ate

The

level ot rapport must be •• iDtained tor the most

ettective learning to occur.

In this way • ple •• ant and etfec-

tual learniDI situation may be carried OD.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE
Ye.r .ooperation in rl11inC out tke tollowinC questionnaire and
aendinc the ne.essary lUterlals to help t'ult1ll tq 8ajeat,1TN
.t this 8tud~ will De ,reatl~ appre.1ated.

YES

NO

- -

( Ch.eu ene)
We .rter A.Tan.ed Span1sA Tia .orrespondene.

It 70u haTe answered

"Ne",

70u haTe eompleted the

8tud~.

questionDa~r••

It" you have answered "Yes", please send the tollow1l3gs
1. Course

2.

N~es

s~lla1tU8

and stud7 cu1de tor students.

ottextltooka and other teach1nc/learn1nc materials uaed.

3. Instru.tional materials used t. help the student in his
aorresponden•• pro,ram suoh as tapes and recorda.

4.

Current eatalOiS.

5.

Specimens 0t examinations used tor eYaluatlna; achievement in
courses.

Please lndinate the date that these materials are beinc Bailed.

COMMENTS, QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS: (It you need more space, please
use back ot pace).
.

Please return te:
Prefessor Waldemar Matias, Direetor
Workshops in Applied L1ngu1sti~8
NDEA Title III
~ieago Clt7 3an1or College
64 East Lake st~et
Chi.ago 1, Illinois

CHICAGO··
CITY
JUNIOR
COLLEGE

THE LOOP BRANCH
64

E~ST

LAKE STREET

•

CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

•

STate 2·0200

Mareh 11, 1966
Dear S11"8:
Recently I sent you a questionnail"e in l"elat1on to a l"eseal"ch
pl"ojeot being cal"l"ied out by Mrs. Frances Davis and Miss Sheila
Asher. Miss Asher's thesis deals with polioies, pl"aotioes, and
tl"enda in elementary Spanish oourses orrered via oorl"espandene.
study. Mrs. Davis is investigating the intermediate Spanish
courses. In ol"del" to orfel" the pl"oression a oomplete p10ture ot
what is being done in oorl"espondene. stud7 of Spanish, I
suggested that Ml"s. Mal"ie Long investigate the advatlaed Spanish
OOUl"ses offered via 8ol"l"espondenoe wOl"k.
Mrs. Long is a graduate student at Loyola University, Chicaco,
who is working under the direot guidance ot Professor Samuel
:r.~o. Sinoe I have done a considerable 8l1.ount of reseal"ch in
the field and am wOl"king with both Mrs. Davis and :r.ass AsheI' at
Roosevelt Un1vel"sity (I teach part-time there), I am also
assisting :r.~s. Long in her endeavol"s.
I am now requesting that you please oomplete the enolosed
questionnaire and return it to me together with any pel"t1nent
materials at yOUI' vel"Y earliest eonveniehoe. It should be added
that these materials will be kept in my confidential riles and
only authorized personnel will have access to it.

Thanking you for your kind attention, I remain,

Vel"'1 oordially,

~~_Iit!Wa~

Proresaol" Waldemal" Matias, D1l"eotol"
WOl"kshops in Applied Linguistios
NDEA, T1tle III
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Course & No. ________________

No e _ _ __
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APPROVAL SHEET
The thesis submitted by Marie E. Long has been read
and approved by three members of the Department of Education.
The final copies have been examined by the director
of the thesis and the signature which appears below verifies
the fact that any necessary changes have been incorporated,
and that the thesis is now given final approval with reference
to content, form, and mechanical accuracy.
The thesis 1S t therefore, accepted 1n partial fulf1llment of the requirements for the dearee of Master of Arts.
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